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Ken Moore #32645 entertains after dinner

Bill Cairns #41592 amuses his fellow guests – especially Catriona Reynolds #48074

Jim Wilcox #15250 – with a difference 

in their Senate numbers of more than 

57,000.  What amazing history we 

had in the room that night.
The outgoing and incoming Chairmen, Scott 
Johnston and Dave Edmunds #39689

Scott & Dave with David Butcher #46828, 

the ASE Ambassador to Scotland

Dear friends of the ASE,

I am delighted that the Scottish Senate has decided to join 
you in the Association of Senators in Europe. Whilst not 
aware of the history in detail, I do understand that the ASE 
has been encouraging Scotland to join for some time.

On becoming Chairman of the Scottish Senate in October 
2011, I felt strongly that we should join the European Senate 
‘family’ and no longer be the sole Senate organisation in 
Europe which was not a member. Initially, this was not a view 
shared by a majority of the Committee to whom a decision 
had been delegated by the AGM.

Perhaps rather cheekily, I managed to delay a decision 
being made until the end of my second year as Chairman, 
before handing over the reins to this year’s Chairman, David 
Edmunds, who was fully in support of joining.

Whilst accepting that the vast majority of Scottish Senators 

the ASE, there is a bigger picture. We should support the 
mechanisms and functions of JCI, to help as many members 
and prospective members to give to, and gain from, their 
membership which we, as Senators, have already had the 
good fortune to enjoy.

So, at least in JCI, Scotland becomes part of Europe. How 
ironic that this occurs when, as a country, Scotland is about 
to decide whether it remains part of the UK and the UK will 

soon decide whether to remain part of Europe! Interesting 
times ahead...

The important point is that there are many untapped 
opportunities for Friendship, Unity and Networking – and 
fun – which I truly hope Senators of the Scottish Senate will 
enjoy over the coming years. I personally intend to as much 
as I can and David is already active internationally.

We would, of course, be delighted to welcome our new 
family and friends over to Scotland to share in the magic 
that is tartan, bagpipes, castles and beautiful mountains. 
Let’s not forget the single malt whisky – though you may 

I do recommend that you persevere and we will, of course, 
happily assist you to do so!! 

This year the JCI Scotland National Conference and Senate 
Lunch will be held 4 - 6 April, in my hometown of Glasgow. It 
is the same weekend as the ASE Board Meeting in Nantes 
so we won’t be able to attend. Our next Senate event is 
the AGM and Annual Dinner on Saturday 25th October 
(provisional) at a beautiful venue in Perth, though we may 
also have summer social events.

Yours in Senate
Scott Johnston
JCI Senator #65574
Immediate Past Chairman, Scottish Senate 
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the ocean and a great lake within the city’s present
boundaries.

The king and the emperors

I didn’t know that the city had housed both (at least one)
king and two emperors, viz. Pedro I and II.

Rio as a European capital

I didn’t know that Rio has been the only European capital
outside Europe. But when Napoleon conquered Portugal in
1808, the royal and many noble families fled to Rio and
made Rio the new capital of Portugal. 

Brazil – the home of real money

When I bought Brazilian currency before I left home, I found
that the local currency is named “real”. So, at last, I could
visit a country and pay with “real money”. However, on the
banknotes it read reals. I found it rather negligent for a
country to have printing errors on all their banknotes until I
found that it is plural for real.

Opening Ceremony

The ceremony started half an hour too late, but finished half
an hour ahead of schedule. Impressive! And it could even
have been lots earlier if the master of ceremonies had not
presented each VIP with the words ”please welcome...” Why
not “welcome collectively” area by area by just saying:
“Please welcome from Area A�” and then just say their
names and country as they appear on stage? It goes without
saying that thundering music and dance ended the
ceremony. 

The Welcome Party 

was held in an adjacent big room where samba girls from
the ceremony also performed for a while. And they were
wonderful to look at, both due to their fancy costumes and
what their costumes didn’t cover. I took a picture of one of
the girls, and I would have done so even if she couldn’t have
danced at all. 

I found enough to eat and enough beer to be satisfied and
together with others I rushed to the gate to catch the first bus
back to the hotel to avoid the loud music. It is easy to forget
that it is “the Jaycees congress” and that this is how the
Jaycees want it. But why did people leave by the hundreds as
soon as the shuttles arrived? As one put it: “I don’t know what
they wanted to kill with that music, but they did their best.”

My favourite “national party” nights

From beginning to end every congress event was filled with
loud music that I am too old to enjoy. I will therefore mention
only the two party nights that I enjoyed the most:

Tuesday, November 5th National Party Night.

I enjoyed this night, because there was no loud music, and I
met a lot of old friends I could talk to. In fact, there was no
party at all, - not due to a cancellation, but because there
was no party to cancel as nobody wanted to stage one and
wish us welcome.

Thursday, November 6th Japan Night.

Some of us decided that we wouldn’t go, which was very
wise, because people who had gone there by taxi had to
return because the place was full.
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The Senator arrangements

Senators’ Lounge

From Tuesday until Friday the
programme announced: “15:00 – 21:00
Senate Lounge”. In other words: No
waterhole for Senators after the
evenings’ parties. All they offered was
a room, water and coffee. When I
arrived the first afternoon, all that was
left was half a cup of coffee, and there
were no staff around to offer us more. 

Thursday, November 7th, Senators’ Luncheon 

This was up to the standard we expected, but the accoustics
were not good, so I almost had to be pushed to the stage as
the Senator with the third lowest number.

Excursions to Sugar Loaf and Corcovado

Arja Vilanko and I had booked excursons to The Sugar Loaf
and Corcovado on Sunday when we would leave on a late
flight. But, after having seen what Rio traffic could be like,
we tried to change to Saturday. But Blumar, the excellent
travel agent at the hotel said that it was inpossible due to
capacity problems. They offered to refund the amount in full,
and we decided to go on our own on Saturday. They advised
us that we try the Sugar Loaf only, because we would have
to wait in lines for hours in both places.

We hired a hotel taxi at a fixed price, made a photo stop at
Copacabana and headed for the Sugar Loaf where there
was a long line of people queued up. The driver took us to
the ticket office and then past the whole line and straight to
the cable car, either because we were “a group”, or because
I was elderly.

When I left the vehicle at the top, a voice behind me said. “I
am following you”. It was JCI’s General
Secretary, Edson Kodama, and I thanked him
for looking after me. I told him that we had
been advised not to try Corcovado because
of the long queues, but he said. “When you
come to the parking lot, don’t take the train, -
go to the right and take one of the National
Park’s vans”. 

So, back down again, we told our driver
about our change of plans and he took us
to the parking lot at Corcovado. Same
thing. He took us “elderly” past the endless
line of waiting people and to the first van in
line. Even if we took our time both at the
Loaf and at the impressive statue of Christ
the Redeemer, and we had some “Rio
traffic”, we covered both sights in five and
a half hours. 

No sex, crime only

Before leaving Norway we had received
lots of advice about how to avoid being
robbed on the street. Peter from the
Netherlands shared the taxi with me from
the airport, and he recommended that I
kept a handful of euros in my pocket, which

I could throw on the pavement if held up in order to buy time
and run away while the robbers picked them up. 

Robbery in the streets
A Norwegian Senator’s experience in this field might appear
as a separate article in this Newsletter. He handed over his
valuables to the robbers, and the police said that “you did
the right thing, because whatever you gave the guy, it would
be less worth than your life”.

While waiting for the first shuttle to the hotel after the
opening Ceremony, we were some people standing outside
the gate under a shelter, a Brazilian official said: “You better
wait inside the gate”. “Why”, we asked. “We are not alone
here”, was the reply.

Pre-conference robbery
A couple of days before my departure, MasterCard informed
me that there had been an attempt to abuse my card in the
US. The solution was that they blocked my card for use on
the internet, but I could still use it in Rio with it in my hand.
Later, I learned that Finnish delegates had the same
experience. 

Hotel taxi robbery 
I shared a hotel taxi that three Norwegians girls had hired to
a reception three minutes’ ride away, but none of them had
asked about the fare. Upon arrival the driver charged me (in
the front “pay seat”) 20 reals. I was flabbergasted, because
an ordinary taxi had earlier taken us for a ride that took 40
minutes, and the charge was only 24 reals. I paid him 20
reals, but, obviously, the others thought that this was far too
much also, because none of them offered to throw in their
share. Luckily, I could afford it.

Robbery in our rooms
By the room telephone there was a small paper saying:
“Dear Guest. The hotel will only request your credit card
information in your presence upon arrival and departure. If it
ever happens that this information is requested by phone,

please contact the reception desk immediately by dialing
2.”
One afternoon, the doorbell in my room
rang, and I wondered if there was
somebody outside, wanting to rob me in
my room. I opened my hotel door
carefully, only to see a pretty little woman
who said. “Good afternoon, - chocolate”.
In my presence she put a small candy on
each of the two pillows on my majestic
bed, believing that there were two people
in that bed, but there never was.

“Help Desk”

Getting and staying connected to the
hotel’s network was not an easy matter,
even if the service was shamelessly priced
at some 15 euro per 24 hrs. I paid several
visits to the helpful people at the reception
desk, and they even brought down a
young man from the IT department, and I
carefully explained my problem slowly in
simple English. The result was a blank
stare. A woman said: “He doesn’t
understand what you are saying.” The
reason was that he only spoke
Portuguese... Great desk, but little help.

Getting Too Old & Grumpy! continued

Ole Jacob Raad #8552

“I like your hat better, Sir…”

Dance at the Trade Show



Generous drinks!
Livelier than usual in the Senator Lounge
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Friday, 10:30-21:30: Awards
Ceremony and 21:00-02:00: Netherlands Night

I arrived at 21:00 to join the party, but as the Ceremony was
still under way, the party didn’t start on time. Meanwhile, I
took occasional looks into the adjacent auditorium where the
noisy circus called The Awards Ceremony took place. I
saved some hearing aid battery power there. At 22:00 the
Dutch opened their party, one hour later than announced.
The Awards Ceremony lasted for another hour, ending one
and a half hours later than announced. Making up for the
opening ceremony? – editor.

Saturday, 21:00 The Gala – another Disaster Area

When we arrived at the gate in front of Citybank Hall, we
understood that it was “business as usual”, as we could hear
the music 100 meters from the entrance. The welcome drink
was a glass of beer.

The “21:00 Gala” was opened at 22:00. There were a few
presentations, but the acoustics were so bad that we had to
practise lip-reading on those who appeared on large
screens. I found that I was out of practice. When the World
President started her speech, the large screens were almost
too small to show her gestures. She kept going at it for quite
some time, but at 22:25 she said: “I guess you are hungry
now”, and then went on for another ten minutes, just to show
that she didn’t care a damn. We wondered what would come
first, the food or the first shuttles back to the hotel. We
concluded that the buses must have won.

There was no menu on the tables, because there were large
buffet tables all along the walls. While we
were picking up food, they suddenly
dimmed the lights, so we couldn’t see the
contents of a big pot, so I had to take a
flash photo of it in order to see what was in
it. I suddenly became very popular down
the line. After the meal was over, we
happened to find that there had been
different dishes on the different tables.

During the meal people went to the tables
where they served beer and coke, while
almost everybody sat with empty wine
glasses, and we saw no waiters around
with wine bottles. I just happened to pass
a table of Finns with wine in their glasses,
so I asked them where the wine came
from. “We just asked a waiter”, was the
reply. I got a waiter to our table and

asked for wine, and then we got wine poured more than
once, but by then we had finished eating more than one
hour earlier.

Outside the entrance was a smoking area, but the first time I
was there, there was no ashtray. One can
guess the result. The next time they
had placed a dustpan there, guarded
by an old woman with a broom. 

When the dance music started, no one
would doubt that the DJ wanted to
make the most of it, and lots of
Jaycees seemed to be as happy as
pigs in shit and filled up the dance floor.
They could hardly know that tinnitus is
the disease that is the most frequent
cause of suicide. Even if I already have
tinnitus, I just had to decline when a
beautiful young Norwegian woman invited me to dance.
Busting my eardrums wouldn’t be worth it. So I left as soon
as I could, and I was not alone doing so

JCI Economy

Rumours went that JCI’s financial situation is really bad, so,
in my opinion, those who run for high positions in JCI must
have a suicidal side of their nature.

What I don’t understand about Rio after having been
there

Many roads are wide, but there are bottlenecks that often
cause traffic jams. My taxi from the airport to my hotel

took only 45 minutes late in the
evening, while others, arriving in the
daytime, had to spend 2½ hours in the
taxi. Conclusion: If you are going on a
taxi ride in Rio, better pee first. How
they will manage to bring everybody to
their respective events during the 2014
World Football Championship and the
Olympic Games in 2016 is a mystery
that has to be solved. 

Despite my critical remarks I am happy
that I went to Rio, because I really got
my money’s worth, and my
expectations fulfilled.

Ole Jacob Raad
JCI Senator #8552
ole.jacob@raads.no

1 Real Brazil –
the country
with real
money

The generous treatment in the
Senator Lounge

Ole Jacob - As an old Scout he

is “Always prepared”!

Well-guarded ashtray at the Gala



A guid New Year tae ane an’ a - I hope you all had a
wonderful Christmas and that 2014 has got off to a good
start.

How many of you spotted the two deliberate mistakes in the
very mini ‘European Senate’ sent out in December? Odd
certainly saw the one on the front cover but did anyone see
the one on the back cover where the same word was spelt
differently in two places? Unusually nobody else picked me
up on them. 

I was going to include a message from Mike Ashton #11913
in the last issue but unfortunately I did not have any space
left after I had written my apology and those of you who
were at the Senate Breakfast in Sheffield will have heard it
direct for yourself. However it is an important message and
is very worth repeating here for those who were not at the
Drumming Out and also to reinforce it for those who were.

As you know Mike has not been able to attend Senate
events for several months now as he has had several
operations and has been having chemotherapy and other

treatment. In the true spirit of Senate Fellowship
various people have organised cards to be sent
to Mike from all those attending various Senate
events and both when Morag and I visited Mike
and Clare before my operation and in other
phone calls Mike has said how important those
kind messages and cards have been to him and
have helped him to keep his spirits up and
remember all his good friends in the Senate
world and he asked me to say a thank you on his
behalf – until you have received a card like that
you do not realise how important they are! 

That is a message that I can endorse as when I
was Chairman I organised various cards for
people unable to attend an event during my year
an invariably got wonderful letters back in return
but it was only when I had my own operation I
truly understood their impact.

Many of you have already seen with your own eyes that I
have made a good recovery following my hip replacement
but for those of you that did not see me in Sheffield the
operation went very well and I have made a good recovery –
I am back to normal and just have to build up some of the
muscles again. Now that the 3 month anniversary has
passed there is nothing the surgeon has forbidden me to do
so I no longer have an excuse for not doing the vacuuming –
except getting the magazine out!

Although I have not been notified of any Senators passing
away so there are no obituaries in this issue I did receive
some very sad news that Senator #29459 Werner
Grützner’s wife Reinhilde sadly died on 3rd January. We first
met Werner and Rienhilde at the German Senate
conference in Würzburg and immediately hit it off and they
made sure that SEKO in München in 2010 was particularly
memorable for me when I was ‘Peter the Bayer’ for an
evening. We will miss seeing Reinhilde when we visit
Germany but I hope we will still see Werner at Senate
events.

You will see that I have managed to get some contributions
from non Norwegian Senators since my last editorial but
they are mainly from their Nordic neighbours! In the interests
for maintaining balance I hope that for the next edition I will
get several contributions from other parts of Europe and the
Senate world at large – but that is not an excuse for current
contributors to stop sending stuff in!

I have some good photographs of events like the visit to the
House of Lords in October but nobody has sent me any
words about that exclusive event. Please do not make the
mistake of assuming that someone else will have written
about an event you attended – either send me something
just in case or ask me if I still need something  

Slainte Mhath

Peter Browning
JCI Senator #49104
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Editorial
Peter Browning #49104

Phil Spring #40459, David Udall #64052, Harry Armstrong #18906, Lin

Armstrong, Zoe Kirk, Graeme Forrester #67281, Ashi Forrester

#57793, Sara Gledhill #64461, Veronica Robinson 63298, Sue Udall.

Also in attendance were Peter #44100 and Dominique #48990 Duffy

and Nigel Bradley #60492

Early Planning
Nigel Bradley #60492

A group of Senators had a social day out to Quarry Bank
Mill near Manchester airport in August. This was a
fascinating tour of a National Trust cotton mill at the heart of
the industrial revolution boasting Europe’s most powerful
working waterwheel.  

It was also used as the venue for the JCI-UK Inspiration Day
in 2005 and is the location for Channel 4’s drama “The
Mill”.  

Senators interested in visiting should put 16 Jan 2015 in
their diaries.

Nigel Bradley
JCI Senator #60492

This article was sent in for the 3rd 2013 issue before Nigel was
appointed Deputy British Chairman or elected as the 2014 British
Senate Chairman and they were already planning his Drumming
Out! 
Unfortunately due to my budget constraints there was no space for
it in that issue - editor!



I have been a Senator since 1975 and became a member of
JCI Oslo in 1969. I am luckily married to Wenche Elkisabeth,
have 4 children and 8 grandchildren, and live in a suburb of
Drammen 40 km SW of Oslo. I enjoy travelling with Wenche
and the family and friends, play golf, hunt birds, walk in the
mountains and woods, skiing and not least spend time with
Senate friends. I also read a lot, especially history and
crime. 

I studied BA and marketing and have several courses in
management and marketing and have my own company
consulting in international trading. I am also member of
some Boards. In JCI Oslo I was project leader and
participant as well as a course leader and officer from 1970
to 1980. I have also attended several national, European
and world congresses.

I have been active in the Drammen Senate since 1985 and
enjoyed SenSki in Selva, Italy 1999-2000, where I became a
member of the Bumble Bee Club in 1999. In 2013 I was
elected President of JCI Senate Norway for 2014.

My goals for this year are to inspire Senators to contribute to
increase the number of members in JCI Norway LOMs and
wish to welcome more than 60 participants to our Senotium
from 5th to 7th September in the famous cultural and nature
city of Lillehammer, 160 km north of Oslo (120 km from

airport) – an easy train ride with beautiful scenery - editor.
You will have a fantastic weekend together with Senators
and spouses, with moderate portions of culture and
sightseeing, relaxation and good food and drink. (Contact
JCI Senator #42091 Erik Kleiven, mobile +47 9073 2793,
email: er-kleiv@online.no). I will attend EC where our
extraordinary Senator #61977 Ellen Olsen will be elected
European President.

If you think my family name is
strange, the story is that Peder
Müller came to Norway from
Germany in 1625, and his
grandson married a Romanian
woman with the family name
Worm, hence the name. She
also inserted a gene with
strong temperament, which
can be noticed with some of
our family members!

See you in Malta I hope.

Salute

Jacob Worm-Müller
JCI Senator #20746
President JCI Senate Norway
2014

Martin with all his butlers!A big ‘Thank You’ to Nicolas
The Swiss Chain of office bring removed from Nicolas

by Past Presidents and a former World Chairman -

Martin is waiting eagerly!
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It happened on 23rd November 2013 at Giessbach in a great
and beautiful castle near Interlaken - the Swiss Senate
Drumming Out and the beginning of my job as the President
of the Swiss Association of JCI Senate. I will never forget
this evening and I’m very very happy that so many members
and Senators of JCI were taking part in the chain changing.
A special thank you to my friend Nicolas Dunand #66918,
now Swiss Senate IPP! And also a special thanks to the
former Senate Presidents, Pesche Luginbühl #62486 and
Danielle Cesarov-Zaugg #46845 plus of course to the 2001
World President Georges A. Bouverat #52085 !

But after that, another really big surprise was to follow - all
the members of my chapter came on stage wearing white
gloves and offered to be my personal butlers during my
function as a Senate President, fantastic isn’t it?!

Born 16th September 1972 I have been a member of JCI

since 2000. In 2007 I was the president of my chapter
Solothurn and in 2011 I was EVP of the JCI Switzerland
national board.

So sometimes I am working… as an architect in my own
company E+P ARCHITECTS which engages 15 employees
and my hobbies are scuba diving and sailing all over the
world. Last December I was visiting Indonesia for four weeks
and explored the underwater world with more than 50 dives!
Now I have enough energy again for the time as President
of the Swiss Senate and I hope I will meet as many proud
JCI Senators as possible.

Have a great NEW YEAR !

In Senate friendship

Martin Sterki
JCI Senator #69793
Swiss Senate President 2014

Martin Sterki #69793

Jacob Worm-Müller #20746

Meet the Presidents



High above the city admiring the breath-

taking view across the L’Isere

After the “bubbles” former ASE Presidents and theirpartners enjoy the view and sunshine on LaTerrasse Geologues

Former Senate Presidents In Grenoble

It only takes place every two years, but the biennial Re-
Union of former Presidents of the Association of JCI
Senators in Europe is always a very special occasion.

This year the event took place in the beautiful city of
Grenoble in France and was organised by Senator #50663
Gerard Chabert. Gerard was President of the Association in
1999-2000.

32 former Presidents with their
partners from 11 different
European countries gathered at
the delightful Chez Mario’s
Restaurant in the historic area
of the city to renew friendships
between JCI Senators who, in
many cases, had not met up
together for some years.

The occasion was the thirteenth
to be held since the first Re-
Union in Neuchatel in 1993.

Our lasting memory of the Re-
Union in Grenoble, I guess, will
be our journey up to the
magnificent Bastille Fortress high
above the city in a “glass bubble”
cable car.

The journey took us over the
River L’Isere, across woodland
and parkland up to the fortress. Constructed in the early 19th

century to guard the city from invasion, much of it replaces
an earlier fort built in the late 16th century. The views across
the surrounding countryside from La Terrasse des
Geologues are superb. A splendid lunch in the Bastille
Restaurant and a visit to the museum of Alpine Troops
before descending back to the city will long be remembered.

There were many memorable moments during the weekend.
Perhaps the determined survivors of the excellent Past
Presidents Dinner who searched the surrounding streets for
a late night bar in the early hours of Sunday morning will
remain in our memory. And we found one �.. A very happy
hour or so out under the stars as the late night traffic trundled
past – reliving “past times” amongst ourselves – and having
good fun too with local late night Grenoble “revellers”!

Our journey back to the UK was also a delight. Our SNCF

Double Deck train journey through Vorpette, Moirans and
Villefontaine to Lyon was spectacular. A night in a lovely
historic hotel overlooking the River Saone and the Riverbank
Market and finally an interesting journey to Lyon Airport on
the Rhone Express tram completed an excellent weekend.

Sincere thanks to Gerard for organising a great Re-Union.

#18906 Harry Armstrong

We were all shocked and saddened
to hear of the sudden death of our
good friend Senator Harry
Armstrong. Much more will be
written about Harry in this edition
of “European Senate”.

Our time with Harry and Lin goes
back to the British Junior Chamber
National Conference held at
Pontins Holiday Village in
Ainsdale on the Lancashire coast
in September 1972. 41 years ago!
Since then, Jeane and I have
enjoyed their company in our
respective homes and have
shared some memorable times.

In particular, we remember our
journey to the JCI World
Congress in Nice in November
1973. Our flight was cancelled

and a group of around 20 British Jaycees finished up in
Frankfurt for an unscheduled overnight stay. While the rest
of us walked off into the city for something to eat, Harry
knew exactly what to do. He contacted his German
colleagues at Shell International and he and Lin went off, we
believe, for a splendid night out !

Harry Armstrong was Chairman of the British JCI Senate in
1990 – the same year that I was President of the Association
of JCI Senators in Europe. We obviously spent a lot of time
together – but as far as I remember – we never got in each
other’s way!
Harry was one of the JCI Senate’s great characters and he
will be very much missed by everyone.

We extend our sincere sympathy to Lin and their family.

Gavin K. Macpherson
JCI Senator #16985
ASE President 1990-1991
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Cable Car “bubbles” cross the L’Isere in

Grenoble on their way up to the Bastille

Gathering for real champagne bubbles after a day

reliving past times!

Gavin’s Corner
Gavin K. Macpherson #16985



Imagine waking up to blue skies and crystal clear seas,
every day. Breakfast is served in abundance and by the time
you are ready, the air is warm and just right to soak yourself
in the pool or at the beach sipping on your favourite drink. All
relaxed and sun kissed, and just when you thought your day
could not get any better, there is yet much to do and
experience. 

This is the ‘Knightly Experience’ that the COC Team for the
2014 JCI European Conference in Malta is promising to
deliver. We recognise JCI Senators have worked hard for
the organisation to be what JCI is today and Senators simply
deserve to be pampered with nothing but the best treatment
and respect. 

The conference will take place in St. Julian’s - a seaside
town buzzing with life, beaches, pubs and great clubs, the
best restaurants and all the other entertainment facilities -
with everything within walking distance. The HQ Hotel,
General Assembly, training and Trade Show will all be
housed at the JCI Village - comprising of three five-star
hotels, namely the Radisson Blu, Corinthia St. George and
Corinthia Marina Hotel. All three hotels are located next to
each other and with direct access to the beach. The
Senators’ hotel is the beautiful five star Westin Dragonara
Resort which hosts one of Malta’s best casinos, just across
the sea of the JCI Village. Don’t forget that the temperatures
in June in Malta can rise to 30 degrees Celsius so make
sure to bring your swimwear, sandals and sunglasses!

With Malta being a tiny rock but rich in history, culture and
things to do we shall take this opportunity to make our island
your playground. A special Pre-conference tour for Senators
will be organized to give you a taste of Maltese life and
history. Another great advantage is that Malta’s standard of
living makes it very affordable to stretch your stay in Malta
for a few days longer to be able to enjoy this great island life. 

On our booking engine you can benefit from special prices

for the pre-conference Senators’ three day tour, interesting
tours during the conference, including the Senators’ special
boat trip to Gozo and Comino on Friday 13th, golfing at the
prestigious Royal Malta Golf Club on the morning of the 13th

and even scuba-diving! Additionally we have partnered with
EASY School of Languages to offer those of you who would
like to brush up their English language skills with specialised
courses in a professional environment. 

The 2014 JCI European Conference in Malta will be the
perfect opportunity to re-connect with old friends and
colleagues from JCI and to make new
connections with the ever growing
community of Senators. 

The Conference Registration fee is
currently at €355. You may register
online by visiting our website www.jci-
ec2014.com. This rate will increase to
€405 on 14th February 2014. If you are
planning to stay at the Senate Hotel
the COC are offering the special rate
of €226 per night for a double room
and €204 per night for a single room. 

Our website is being updated regularly
so make sure you keep visiting us on
www.jci-ec2014.com. 

We also invite you to like our
Facebook page
www.facebook.com/jciec2014 which
is updated daily with interesting news
and facts about our country and the
conference. For any assistance please
do email us at info@jci-ec2014.com.

Mariella MacLeod 
JCI Senator #61304

Buzzing With Life
Mariella MacLeod #61304
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JCI Turkey Senate held its 14th General
Assembly in Kartepe during the 25th

Turkish National Convention 

Senator #66863, Pinar Oztugcu Korkmaz,
was elected as the President of the Board
at the Senate’s General Assembly
attended by the JCI 2013 World President
- Chiara Milani #68122. 

Fadil Erten #67694 was elected as the
Secretary while Ibrahim Yuksel #70281
became the Treasurer of the incoming
2014 Board.

We wish them success during 2014
towards the 15th Anniversary of the JCI
Turkey Senate.

JCI Turkey Senate Chain Changing Ceremony
Pinar, the incoming President, received the chain from the
Past President, Ozgur Solakoglu #68192 at the Gala Dinner
during the JCI Turkey Winter
Summit held in Elazig from 17 –
19 January where Senators
enjoyed a number of special
programmes, including a trip to
nearby historical and recreational
areas including a ski resort. 

It is of no surprise that the
transport facilities were equipped
with a mobile Senate Bar -
serving local wine brands and
champagne.

Ali Akal
JCI Senator #55258

Ozgur, the Outgoing
President, prepares to
hand over the chain of
office to Pinar

Chiara Milani together with
Pinar Oztugcu Korkmaz,
the incoming President of
JCI Turkey Senate, and N.
Fadil Erten the Senate
Secretary General

Some of the JCI Turkey Senate Members with JCI 2013 World President #68122 Chiara Milani in Kartepe, Turkey

Finnish Senators in Hanko, toasting the liberty of the
Gustavsvärn fortress. JCI Senate in Finland´s President Tapio

Somppi is standing on the right.
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Guests Repelled!
Anonymous from Finland #?

Hi Peter

Greetings from Finland! Here is a little something for the
“European Senate”. 

The theme of JCI Senate in Finland for 2013 - 2014 period
is “Senate - Back-up for the Future”. This means that the
Senators are ready to back up their local chapters. 

A JCI Finland regional conference took place from 20th –
22nd September in Hanko, a city on a southern peninsula by
the Baltic Sea. The Senate Programme included a visit to an
historical fortress on the Gustavsvärn island which the
British tried to conquer in the 18th century. The Senators
toasted the fact that they didn´t succeed!

jci.senate.in.finland@gmail.com
JCI Senator #?

I think anonymous is Irmeli Jokilampi #63138 the Executive
Assistant to the Finnish Senate President 2013 – 2014 as she has
sent me an email using that address! - editor

Turkish Delight!
Ali Akal #55258
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JCI Sweden had their diamond jubilee in October last year.
This was held at the JCI Sweden National Conference which
began on Thursday and ended on Sunday. 

During the conference Senators had a special celebration at
the one Michelin star Restaurant ”Sjömagasinet” – a “Senate
Breakfast” where 80 Senators met up and began by toasting
”skål” with ” Crémant d’Alsace Cuvee Erotique U.V. this was
also the general “bubbles” during the meal. 

The restaurant had imported Nebraska beef which tasted
fantastic and both the chefs, Gustaf Trädgård, Swedish Chef
2012, and Ulf Wagner who was 2010 Swedish Chef were
present. 

During the meal Magnus Rosén, bass guitar player and
former member of the Hard Rock band “Hammerfall” played
Swedish national music, solo bass melodies and classic
melodies. This was a very enjoyable and fantastic
entertainment during our “Senate Breakfast”. (All the current
era records he had brought with him were sold !). Do they
really mean records or were they modern CDs? – editor You
can also hear him at www.magnusrosen.com

After a good meal we continued with the JCI Sweden
Senate’s Annual Meeting.  As usual we had a result, which
was good as time was flying - but it ended as well as the
Crémant. 

As a prelude the chef asked how to become member of this
organisation!

In the evening we had a banquet with the JCI members.
There were 20 former National Presidents that gave every
delegate a warm welcome hug when they climbed the stairs.
Of course we also had a nice Senate Bar after this. The
night ended really “early”!

On Sunday everybody split after a nice brunch for all the
delegates at The Post Hotel.  All we Senators noted that we
will upgrade our “Senate Breakfast” in the future during our
conferences because everybody very much enjoyed this
kind!

The pen was moved by
Stefan Thorberg Håkan Stenson
JCI Senator #53427 JCI Senator #48758
President JCI Senate in Sweden 2013 2014

Old & New Traditions
Stefan Thorberg & Håkan Stenson #53427 & #48758
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Walking The Plank
Gro Sandvold #71757
Senotium - From a first timer’s point of view. 
My very first Senotium. I decided to go for the full package
which included the very well organized Pre-tour by Karl-Erik
Tørlen #47180 and Kristin Wiig Sandnes #62445. This
included great service from beginning to end; pick up service
at the airport late at night by Kristin, getting to know the
dramatic history of Ålesund and especially the great fire
thanks to Karl Erik. We enjoyed a fantastic dinner at Sjøbua
Restaurant where I got to taste the same famous lobster
soup that Kristin and Anders Tunold-Hanssen had at the
same restaurant when the idea of my local chapter JCI
Innovation was born some 16 years earlier. 

Unfortunately Gro was not able to arrive in time for the
welcome seafood dinner on Wednesday at Karl Eric &
Harriet’s home when we were treated to wonderful seafood
soup followed by king crab, brown crab, prawns and much
more! - Editor

A very interesting visit to Kristin’s job at the
Redningsselskapet (Rescue Company) brought us out to the
open sea. I was the chosen one “to walk the plank” into the
ocean at 10 degrees Celsius…with a survival suit. It was a
great feeling just lying all alone in the deep ocean and still
being able to feel so comfortable, safe and after a while –
fortunately - rescued by the fabulous rescue crew and
colleagues of Kristin. The child within got a perfect ride with
“Kjapp” – like a roller coaster on water - before entering the
mother ship again. 

In fact my first Senotium can be boiled down to the fact that I
felt being really well taken care of by the fellow Senators for
the whole weekend. Arne Johan Dale #57823 was our safe
bus driver at “das große Ausfahrt”, and he drove us so we
could enjoy some of Norway’s most outstanding sights like
the boat trip at the deep blue UNESCO-protected
Geirangerfjord and the dramatic Gudbrandsjuvet (ravines)
as a nice surprise. 
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After the pre tour Bjørn Helge Eliassen 55806, the
Norwegian Senate President, and his crew gave us a warm
welcome at Sagafjord Hotel at the beautiful Hjørundfjord. On
Saturday we were taken out for a fjord tour on School ship
M/S Hindholmen and were able to enjoy breathtaking views
of Sunnmørs Alps up to 1700 meters above sea level and a
fjord blank as a mirror. The lunch could not have been
chosen at a better place but my favorite and the stunning
Union Hotel Øye – which is close to a real time machine
experience and also a hotel of very high quality. 

The only problem was that there was not enough time to join
every offer! I tried to double book on Friday because I also
wanted to join Helen and Geir for their hike up the steep
mountain side, but the wishful thinking of stretching the day
to 48 hours was unrealistic… The big difference from JCI
conferences though was that the pace was pretty
comfortable, so between the boat trip and the dinner

banquet I managed to escape up the path at the mountain
side to get some of the spectacular view and the mystery
woods… The grand finale was the nice dinner banquet with
50 guests and entertaining speeches. It was great not just to
be able to share this experience with four of my fellow
Senators of the ‘Innovative Senate’ – Kristin Wiig Sandnes,
Per E. Stilling #69197, Heidi Murdoch Stilling #69985 and
Bjørn Erik Vinje70918. But also to get to know many
international guests and Senators who also found their way
to the Norwegian Senotium. I would like to express my
gratitude for having such a marvellous Senotium – for the
very first time. 

I am surprised that Gro has not mentioned her luggage
which weighed even more than ours and we were in Norway
for over 2 weeks!! - Editor
Gro Sandvold
JCI Senator #71757
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I was very excited when I arrived for my first participation in
the European Senators’ Golf Championship at the course in
Mont Garni, Belgium.

I arrived in Belgium by plane from Norway and landed at
Charleroi Airport (Brussels) Friday afternoon. I was glad that I
had rented a car as I soon understood that I needed one to go
back and forth between the hotel and the golf course. I had
booked at the event hotel as I thought that it was close to the
golf course, and that this was the place where most people
would live!! But oh no, here came the first surprise: only four
Germans had booked at this hotel, and the hotel was located
20 km from the golf course. So where were the others?

I had to locate the golf course on the GPS on my mobile
phone because such a luxury didn’t exist in my rented car. It
is a good thing that I had my mobile and the address of the
course. After a half an hour’s drive, I found Mont Garni Golf
Course - a fashionable clubhouse appeared at a distance,
and I was relieved to be there.

Inside, I was received by the always friendly and cheerful
Rebecca von Bachellè who is Honorary Secretary for the
event and I registered and got my badge - and probably
some very important drinks vouchers – editor!

Then it was time to go round and shake hands with old and
new acquaintances. Particularly nice was that our European
President, Jacques Arnal #55945, and his wife Annie were
present. Our own non golfing ASE Deputy President, Ellen
Olsen #61977, should also be mentioned as being there! It was
also nice that people who would not play in the golf tournament
had also found their way to Mont Garni this weekend.

After registration there was a welcome ceremony with a flag
presentation of all countries represented. In total, there were
51 participants from 11 countries: France, Netherland,
Belgium, Great Britain, Germany, Norway, Finland, Italy,
Sweden, Denmark and Switzerland. Saturday we were 65
participants.

Friday evening ended with good food and drinks, socializing
and information about Saturday’s tournament. Then, it was
time to find my way back to the hotel in the dark. Without
enough power on my mobile to receive GPS signals for my
map app, I was very anxious whether I could find the way
back to my hotel, but I did. During the evening I found out
that the other participants lived at the hotel mentioned in the
invitation. It was not much closer to the golf course, but
much less expensive!

Saturday morning at 09:30 I was ready to join my first
European Senate Golf Championship with my HCP 36. And
here I was the only player to represent Norway. Not exactly
a single handicap player which showed clearly though the
day! With a start in rain, via a drizzle and pouring rain at the
end of the tournament, we experienced different playing
conditions (no sunny & dry mentioned - editor!) and yours
truly ended up with 23 points for the day. After nine holes we
were served a light lunch with dishes and drinks from
Sweden - I guess that the wine must have come from
Belgium or France! Here, moderation was important in order
to walk straight while finishing the remaining nine holes.

Saturday afternoon there was “putting” and “chipping” and
Happy Hour with pizza.

Staying Close By!
Erik Kleiven #42093
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Saturday evening there was a banquet with the theme
“Brazilian Night” and presentation of trophies for the “putting”
and “chipping” contests. There was no trophy for me, but I
won the evening’s raffle. I bought four tickets and won on
three of them - new golf club, book about the history of golf
clubs and a ladies’ handbag, which I promptly presented as
a gift to Ellen Olsen. 

The evening ended with information about the next day’s
start list, and a dance for those who wanted some exercise
on the dance floor. I found my hotel at the end of this
evening too.

The weekend’s event was finished with a lavish lunch table
and presentation of trophies to the winners of the men’s and
ladies’ classes, national winner, and many others.

I would like to sum it up with the departing words from
Rebecca von Bachellè:

“Dear Champions of Mont Garni, 

“It was a wonderful weekend starting with the Flag Parade at
the Opening Ceremony to the Decoration of the lucky
Winners.

“Thank you ALL for coming from so many different corners of
the world… And a special gratitude to Mont Garni for making
this weekend so MAGICAL.

“A big applause to Luc for leading our Golf competition as
Captain in all weather conditions and setting up the
framework for us to play a 2 day Stableford Championship.

“We especially enjoyed his “nightly“ contrast program as

multi-talented DJ animating all the young feverish Senators
to the dance floor. 

“We would like to thank Berry and Hans von Holstein for
their continuous support and the culinary delights at the
Crepes and Pizza Corner…

“And last but not least Madeleine Martinsen #69585 for
bringing all the wonderful Swedish Herring, Snaps and
Drinking songs as well as Charlotte Velling #68920 for the
juicy Pork Roast sandwiches and numerous Danish
specialties…And the great helpers Ellen Olsen and Birgitta
Peterson for their invaluable assistance in making the 19th

Hole a “Must Stop” location…

“Wishing you all the best for the year to come and please
Save the Date for the 24th European Senators’ Golf
Championship - August 22-24, 2014”.

I am very grateful that I got the opportunity to experience
this magnificent golf course, nice Jaycee friends and a
superb event. I would be happy to return in my own mobile
home, which I hope can find its place at the golf course, so I
don’t have to spend time driving back and forth between the
hotel and the course - or worry about drinking & driving –
editor!

See you next year, and let us hope that more people from
Norway can attend so we can participate in the national
tournament. 

With the best regards from a happy golfer,

Erik Kleiven
JCI Senator #42093



US JCI Senate National Convention
“Star Spangled Celebration”

Baltimore, MD
June 25-28, 2014

facebook: 2014 JCI Senate Convention –
Baltimore

website: mdjcisenate.org
info: lethalfish@myactv.net

Heritage Railway 
Family Day Out & Picnic

17 August 2014

Explore the picturesque surroundings of the Nene
Valley area between Peterborough and Wansford on

a steam hauled train including a posh picnic and
BBQ in the Nene Country Park.

A Great family day out

For information contact Sally Fagan
fagan@dircon.co.uk  +44 7967 699 614

40th Anniversary Canada JCI
Senate  

Liverpool, Queens County, Nova Scotia
May 16, 17 & 18, 2014

Saturday’s Tour Choices include

Hank Snow Music Centre, Cultural Centre, County Museum
and Simeon Perkins House, Hell’s Bay Brewery (tasting not
included) CJQC radio tour and Beach Meadows beach walk

Our Tentative Schedule starts on

Thursday with the Hospitality Room and Supper at your choice
of local restaurants 

On Friday the main event is Golf at White Point Beach Resort.
40 Years of Reflections is Saturday’s morning activity before
lunch and the tours.  A Cocktail Reception, 40th Anniversary

Gala with a Late Hospitality Room conclude the day

Sunday starts with the Memorial Service before a buffet
brunch, guest speaker,prize draw, farewells, Walking the Plank

and concludes with the final Hospitality Room 

There will also be a surprise excursion for those who dare!

Contact Dan MacLaren dan.maclaren.ns@gmail.com
or phone +1 902 354 7171 for more information.
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European Spring Meeting

Nantes

3 – 6 April 2014

A superb programme has been planned for
all Senators who wish to gather for a

weekend of convivial FUN

Enjoy the wines of the Loire & French
hospitality, explore Old Nantes, visit Airbus,

Let your hair down at a Swashbuckling
Pirate Party, explore The Great Elephant -

Les Machines de l’île and of course
witness the spectacle of a Bumble Bee

party

For details or to book visit
www.springmetting2014-

senatorsjci.com or contact Frédéric de
Boulois +33 6 08 48 08 51

fredericdeboulois@gmail.com

Saltaire – World Heritage Site
Join our Chairman, Nigel Bradley, for a family day out at the
World Heritage Site of Saltaire on Saturday 1st March 2014.

An entertaining tour will start off the day by
guides in costume & character. We will visit
the United Reform Church with its magnificent
interior, Victoria Hall, Factory School,
Almhouses & much, much more.

Lunch is at ‘Cafe at the Opera’ alongside the
gallery of Hockney paintings in Salts Mill,

once the biggest factory in the world, now housing an array of
unusual shops with time to explore them.

For railway enthusiasts, an option in the
afternoon is to travel on Britain’s oldest
working cable hauled tramway. A nostalgic
ride through woodland with two toastrack
trams & quench your thirst in the local pub
at the top!

There’s so much to see & explore in the industrialist, Titus
Salts ‘Model’ Village.  It has unique charm & history which is
why it’s a great day out for everyone.

The Ibis Hotel is close by for those who need to stay the night
or B&B in Saltaire is available.

There’s a British Rail station at Saltaire for those wishing to
travel by rail.

Contact Janice Hadfield janicehadfield@yahoo.com for more
information 

Phone +44 113 204
0241 or +44 7799 580
921 or see the Senate
website.

For new readers
In a previous article I wrote that, while I worked in a mine, I
worked either on day shift, afternoon shift or graveyard shift
(from midnight to 8 a.m.) and I imagined a parallel in life
where childhood and youth is the day shift, adult life the
afternoon shift, and after that, well, the remaining…

A minor surgery    
After having experienced two scary surgeries as a little boy
with anaesthization by a chloroform mask, I was a little
skeptical when I recently needed a surgery for hernia. A
friend of mine said: “There is nothing to worry about, - you
go into the hospital one day and leave the next.” But in my
case, even this turned out to be an understatement: 

At 1.15 p.m. I walked to the operating table, got a mask over
my nose and mouth, took 12 deep breaths, and I was out. At
1.45 I woke up, feeling good and refreshed, and enjoyed
some sandwiches and coffee. At 3.10 p.m. I walked out the
hospital door where my wife was waiting in the car. The next
stop was the pharmacy, as the surgeon had said. “I have
given you a local anesthetic and a prescription for pain
killers, but you don’t need them before the TV news at 7
p.m.” The TV news came, but the pain never did, so the
pack is still unopened. I am writing this partly to comfort
eventual friends who might worry about going through the
same process. 

The thoughts that followed  
The most interesting part of it for me was my
thoughts after waking up from the narcosis: I
had felt no sense of time. I had been “away
from the world” for half an hour, but for me it
could just as well have been for an eon. I felt
neither pain nor joy, I didn’t miss anybody, I felt
no unfulfilled obligations, needs or wishes, no
remorse and no regrets, and I said to myself:
“This must be what it is like to be dead”. Among
my many fears I still count pain and a painful
death, but after this, not death itself, which is a
great comfort the day I am called upon to join
“the graveyard shift”. I hope that this can be a
comforting thought for some of you, too.

PS
Follow my good example and become an organ donor and
support a good purpose. I do it to make sure that I am really
dead before I am recycled. I have chosen cremation for both
sentimental and practical reasons because I only have to be
moved from one ashtray to a bigger one.

Ole Jacob Raad
JCI Senator #8552
ole.jacob@raads.no

A Peek into “the Graveyard Shift”?
Ole Jacob Raad #8552
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Letters
Correspondence to the Editor is encouraged.
Please email peter.browning@virgin.net
Alternatively write to Peter - address in ‘Senate Contacts’ page 42

Hi Jack!
You have the same name as my eldest grandson.

Merci buckets for the latest ASE mailings.

In compliance with JCI Policy 20-2 Section 2, sounds like
IAW-In Accordance With, (the Pnemonic that we used to use
in her Majesty’s Royal Navy [Fleet Air Arm] when signing for
maintenance completed on an aircraft.

Please add this comment to the Agenda for the next ASE
AGM - For heaven’s sake, we are only a bunch of friends
who like to meet from time to time for pure enjoyment. We
are not active JCI members who need rules and regulations
+ pnemonics.

We are still in Athens this month after a 3
week car journey Paris/Athens via Zurich/ Vienna/
Budapest/ Bucharest/ Sofia, and will return soon
via Albania/ Croatia/ Italy. Unfortunately we could
not stop in each place long enough to make
Senator contact - friends contact, yes!

The attached picture is YT with Peter Vershurer,
brother of Dutch Senator Hans Vershurer, before
we left Paris. The pink shirt has been a big
success in Greece!

Gavin and Jeane —— thinking of you and your Greek
daughter-in-law while in Greece. I am still looking for your
‘Leaning Tower of Pisa’ glasses Jeannie! Drinking my usual
G&T while I write. 

Yours in Senate Friendship. Long live the bunch!
Sam et Nena (Hawthorne & Sakellaropoulou)
JCI Senators #282I5 & #22270

Missing at Mont Garni
Dear Senator, dear Friends,

I can’t be there to represent Italy but I’m very happy you will
met two great Italian Senators - one fantastic golf player and
the Italian Senate Secretary as special caddie, but not
secondary - two carefree people.

I would also like to
inform you that thanks
to Markus, our
appointed Senate
Ambasador, in
October during our
assembly close to
Florence I’ll propose
to create an early
event that I’m sure
will excite you. So be
ready and look in the
magazine for this
event!

And now, have fun,
have friendship. See
you soon in Italy.

Yours from the Italian Senate

Emanuele Di Nicolò
JCI Senator #66269
Chairman JCI Italy Senate

We will Keep In Touch
Dear Peter,

So, sorry! I was on Holiday from 30th December till 13th

January when I received your first mail about the deadlines.
Our Catalonia Assembly for changing Presidents (National
and Senate) will be on 18th January in the city of Ripoll,
Catalonia. Our new National President will be Carlos
Lombarte (of JCI Sabadell) for the year 2014 and the new
President of the Association of Senate JCI Catalonia will be
myself - Ana Maria Bañolas (JCI Barcelona) - for the years
2014-2015.

For the moment I don’t have material ready for the Senate
Magazine so I think it would be better to wait to the next
edition to send you different news and photographs from the
last months of 2013 and the first of 2014 if you are
understand. 

We remain in contact if you need something else about
Catalonia. 

My best regards

Ana Maria Bañolas #27946
JCI Senator #27946

Santa
A Senator Santa turned up at the December AGM of the
CSF (ancienne Circle des Senateurs Francais de
francophonie ) in Paris recently. He drove by Sleigh from
Greece, where he had spent the summer. He needed the
Sleigh when exiting the Mont Blanc tunnel on the Froggie
side.

Sam
JCI Senator #282I5

Has JCI thought this through?
Dear Peter,

I would like to express my astonishment about the new
registration procedure and the conditions for the 2014 JCI
European Conference in Malta. As you might have found out
yourselves already, registration is only possible for members
who have an account on www.jci.cc and have been
activated by their local president. The conference host
doesn’t register the participants themselves anymore and
registration is only possible via internet.

Although I already have an account on www.jci.cc even for
me as a younger Senator it was/is not easy to sign up. In
Germany so only 36 of over 210 LOMs have an account on
www.jci.cc. This means that approximately 85 % of the
members of JCI Germany will not be able to sign up for the
event, since no registered LOM means that no local
president will be able to activate the member. The members
are only a member of their LOM. The LOMs are members of
their National Organisation. And the National Organisations
are a member of JCI. So the individual members are neither
a member of the National Organisation nor of JCI. For this
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reason neither the Local nor the National Organisation has
the right to pass on the data of local members to the JCI
database (and create accounts for them). Within the 36
registered German LOMs only a few members have already
created an account. In fact, my local president had a lot of
problems in activating my account. Finally the deputy
president succeeded.

But then I was unpleasantly surprised by the new pricing
policy. For members the current early-bird conference
participation fee is EUR 330. But for non-members an
increased conference fee has to be paid. This higher fee has
to be paid by spouses of JCI members as well.
Unfortunately I couldn’t find the amount due for non-
members anywhere on www.jci-ec2014.com or on
www.jci.cc before registering. The same question rose
concerning the conference fee for children: 25 % / 50 % of
the conference fee for members or 25 % / 50 % of the higher
conference fee for non-members? And how to sign up for
them?

I think I will not be the only one who has been wondering
about the new registration procedure and the new pricing
policy for conference participation. As partners of a member
usually don’t “consume” that much of the official JCI
programme, in my personal opinion it will discourage some
couples to take part in the event. And if the registration
procedure causes too much trouble, people won’t sign up at
all. From my experience as the Conference Director of the
2012 JCI European Conference in Braunschweig, Germany
I can report that we had to assist a lot of people with their
registration. I foresee a lot of work in handling group
bookings (members and spouses mixed) and candidate-
members/members on probation as well as processing
subscriptions done “on a beermat” during the road show,
furthermore dealing with cash payments, non-compatible
electronic payment systems, uploading pictures for the
conference badges and last minute on site registrations.

I want to express my hope to JCI Malta, that although I have
expressed my doubts about the new system, they will
succeed in attracting many delegates and prepare a knightly
experience for all of us going to Malta next year.

Regards

Max P. Tuijtel
JCI Senator #68785

Max is not alone in his concern about the new arrangements which
have also applied to World Congress in Rio. 

I also gather through the grapevine that the Malta conference
organisers are not happy with the new arrangements that have been
imposed by JCI either. 

The information I have from JCI to help Senators register for area
and world conferences is as follows

“Senators who don’t have their login/password, should
contact Mr. Earl Sawyer who will provide this to them. We
will need their Senate number and name and we will get
back to them quickly. Senators will have the same rate as
members.”

But it does not solve many of the underlying issues with this new
JCI policy. Earl’s contact details are on the inside back cover –
Editor.

What about a Reunion?
Hi Peter,

A brief article for the Senate:-

Calling all past members from SERG (South East Regional
Group) and the South.

It has been a long time since we were all able to meet up
socially.

Perhaps you might want to discuss how much better the
light bulb was in our day.

You may just want to rekindle some friendships from your
Chamber days.

I am planning to hold a SERG & South reunion.

It will be sometime in 2014 and somewhere in the South.

Interested? 

Then let me know by email (barry@millers.me.uk) or
phone 0780 3259138.

Barry Miller
JCI Senator #51886

Do You Use the Contact List?
Dear Peter

Thanks, my details are all fine.

It may interest you to know that Jan-Arild Knutsen #21024
has made contact with me via the list. He will be visiting
Cape Town in 8 months’ time. I am assisting him to put his
travel plans together.

Kind regards

Margi Biggs
JCI Senator #39127

Missing Gloria!
Hi Peter

I just wanted to express Maxine and my sincere appreciation
to the British Senate for the wonderful Drumming Out in
Sheffield. This has been the highlight of our year because it
is always so well organized and planned so that all
participants have a wonderful experience. My
congratulations to your beautiful Past Chairman, Liz
Walmsley #35746, for such a great year and wonderful
event. Bill Preece #38649 did an exceptional job as event
convener and is to be praised.

So good to see old friends like the MacPhersons, Ashleys,
Headleys, Brownings, and of course many other friends from
the UK and abroad. I was a little disappointed that Gloria
Loosebody tried to pass herself off as Baroness Eaton but
John’s great humor overcame my concern. In all a great time
was had by all and we are looking forward to returning next
year if not sooner. 

Hope to see many of you in France in April 

Russ Cooper & Maxine Wallisch 
JCI Senators #4638 & #68012

Readers might like to know that Russ & Maxine got engaged at New
Year and I am sure we all wish them every happiness - Editor

I am always pleased to receive communications about the Senate
and your news, views, activities or just something you want to share
with your fellow Senators. Please consider sending me something
for the next letters page – Editor.

Rebus puzzle solution: FUN. Friendship Unity Networking. Happy
new year and best wishes to the JCI Senators of Europe and their
families. Jacques Arnal. ASE President 2013 – 2014



February Enjoy a quiet Senate month before the busy ones leading up to JCI area conference season!
March                                                                                                                                                            
      1st          Saltaire Village Family Day Out, nr Bradford, England                          Janice Hadfield janicehadfield@yahoo.com 
                   A UNESCO world heritage site                                                                                          www.britishsenate.org.uk 

       3          Shrove Lunch, Copenhagen, Denmark                                                                          Charlotte Tipsmark sp@jci.dk

       7          Grampian Industrialist Dinner, Aberdeen, Scotland                             David Edmunds davidfedmunds@gmail.com

      16         Senate Rail Group - London Transport Museum Depot Open Day, Acton Town.          Chris Read chris@cwrr.co.uk 
                   Enjoy a bus oriented themed day plus some LT Model Railway Layouts                          www.britishsenate.org.uk

  28 – 30      Danish Spring Congress, Sønderborg, Als, South Jutland, Denmark                            Charlotte Tipsmark sp@jci.dk

  28 – 30     Lake District Weekend, Derwent Bank, nr Keswick, England                    Helen Headley helen38926@tiscali.co.uk 
                   The usual selection of walks or the chance to explore Keswick and the Lake District       www.britishsenate.org.uk

April                                                                                                                                                              
    3 – 6      European Senate weekend & AFS weekend, Nantes, France   Frédéric de Boulois fredericdeboulois@gmail.com 
                   A weekend of FUN for all Senators                                                          www.springmetting2014-senatorsjci.com

       5           European Senators’ Open Forum, Nantes, France                                                          Ellen Olsen el-o@online.no 
                   Open meeting for all National Senate Presidents/Chairmen and their deputies 

       5          4th ASE Board Meeting, Nantes, France                       Véronique Bonhomme bonhomme.veronique@wanadoo.fr 

    4 – 6       JCI Scotland National Conference, Glasgow                                       David Edmunds davidfedmunds@gmail.com

  23 – 26     JCI Americas Conference, Medellin, Colombia                                        Mónica Pareja monika1182@hotmail.com

  25 – 27     JCI Sweden Spring Conference, Visby, Gotland, Sweden               Håkan Stenson hakan.stenson@fordevab.com

  25 – 27     Senators’ Programme at JCI Finland Annual Conference                             Irmeli Jokilampi irmeli.jokilampi@idia.fi 
                   Cruise on Silja Symphony from Helsinki to Stockholm via Mariehamn

      25         13th Annual ASAC General Meeting, Dann Carlton Hotel, Medellin, Colombia.                 presidencia@asacjci.org

      26         Senate Bowling Odense, Funen, Denmark                                                                    Charlotte Tipsmark sp@jci.dk

May
    1 – 4       German Spring Meeting, Dessau, Germany                                    Mirko Kirschner m.kirschner@heima-menue.de 
                   Weekend of hospitality, tradition and modernism of the city of Bauhaus + chain changing!          www.seko2014.de

       2          German Senate AGM, Dessau, Germany                                                   Friedhelm Wachs wachs@wachscom.de

   8 – 11       Jersey Liberation weekend, Jersey                                                          Jonathan Nicholson jonpnic@hotmail.com 
                   Join our Senate Liberation weekend activities                                                                   www.britishsenate.org.uk

   8 – 11       European Capitals Meeting (ECM) with pre-tour and Senate programme, Belgrade Jovana Andjelic ajovana@gmail.com

      10         Golf and Gocart Racing, Marielyst, Falster, South-East Denmark                                 Charlotte Tipsmark sp@jci.dk

      12         ‘European Senate’ Magazine Copy Date                                                                      peter.browning@virgin.net 

  15 – 18     40th Anniversary Canadian Senate Celebration, Liverpool, Nova Scotia.  Dan MacLaren dan.maclaren.ns@gmail.com

  21 – 24     JCI Africa & Middle East Conference, Lomé, Togo                          Nadia Karimu-Yessoufou dcamo2014@yahoo.fr 

June
    4 – 8       JCI Asia & Pacific Conference,Yamagata, Japan                                              Hidekazu Saito sakuranb@e-mail.jp

   9 – 11       Maltese Pre Conference Tours                                                             Mariella MacLeod Senators@jci-ec2014.com 
                   Three day excursions with a discount for all 3                  www.jci-ec2014.com/main-pages/programme/senators/

  11 – 15      European Conference, The Westin Dragonara Resort, Malta                  Mariella MacLeod Senators@jci-ec2014.com 
                   A Knightly Experience!                                                                                                                www.jci-ec2014.com

      12          European Senators’ Open Forum, The Westin Dragonara Resort, Malta                        Ellen Olsen el-o@online.no

      12         5th ASE Board Meeting, The Westin Dragonara Resort, Malta  Véronique Bonhomme bonhomme.veronique@wanadoo.fr

      13         Senate EC Day Trip                                                                             Mariella MacLeod Senators@jci-ec2014.com 
                   Full day boat cruise to Gozo, Comino and the Blue Lagoon                                                       www.jci-ec2014.com

      14         ASE AGM, The Westin Dragonara Resort, Malta         Véronique Bonhomme bonhomme.veronique@wanadoo.fr

     18         42nd Anniversary Staines Air Disaster memorial service, Staines, England                  Chris Edge chris_edge@mis-ltd.co.uk 

  25 – 28     US Senate Annual Meeting, Baltimore, Maryland                                             Letha Grimes lethalfish@myactv.net

  27 – 28     JCEF convention & AFS meeting, Angers, France       Véronique Bonhomme bonhomme.veronique@wanadoo.fr

      29         Meet The Presidents, Aalborg, North Jutland, Denmark                                                Charlotte Tipsmark sp@jci.dk  

July
       4          Senate Rail Group pre Whitby visit to North Yorkshire Moors Railway                   Barry Miller barry@millers.me.uk 
                   Step back in time with magnificent steam engines & beautiful rural stations                    www.britishsenate.org.uk

    4 – 6       Whitby Senate Weekend,                                                   Sally-Anne Greenfield sal.greenfield@virginmedia.com
                   The home of Fish & Chips and Dracula                                                                             www.britishsenate.org.uk

       4          Rebild Celebration, Aalborg/Rebild, North Jutland, Denmark                                        Charlotte Tipsmark sp@jci.dk 

Forthcoming Events

Send details of your event to peter.browning@virgin.net to have them included



August
   8 – 10      57th International Crayfish Conference, Halmstad, Sweden                Peter Ljungman ljungman.peter@gmail.com 
                   Enjoy traditional and new stuff plus Swedish Senate Golf Tournament                      www.crayfishconference.com

  15 – 17     Finnish Senate Annual Meeting, Hotel Ilves, Tampere, Finland                     Kari Tolonen pikkumuikku@gmail.com

      17         Nene Valley Railway Family Day Out and Picnic, Peterborough, England             Sally Fagan fagan@dircon.co.uk 
                   A posh picnic and BBQ for all the family with a ride on a steam hauled train                     www.britishsenate.org.uk

  20 – 24     6th International ASAC Encounter, Panama City, Panama                           Yaribel Ruíz ensenam2014@gmail.com 
                                                                                                                                                            www.senadojcipanama.org

  22 – 24      24th European Senators’ Golf Championship, Mont Garni, Belgium   Rebecca von Bachellé rvb_1950@hotmail.com 
                                                                                                                                                                                 www.esgc.info
September
    5 – 7       Senotium, Lillehammer, Norway                                                      Jacob Worm-Mûller jac@newdawnconsult.com
    6 – 7       Senate PicNic, Viborg, Mid Jutland, Denmark                                                               Charlotte Tipsmark sp@jci.dk
  12 – 14     British Senate AGM weekend, Staffordshire, England                               Julie Blakey julieblakey66@hotmail.com 
                   Find out what a Saggar Maker’s Bottom Knocker does                                                     www.britishsenate.org.uk
      13         British Senate AGM,                                                                                  Mark Riddel mark.riddel@btinternet.com
      15         ‘European Senate’ Magazine Copy Date                                                                      peter.browning@virgin.net 

  17 – 19     JCI Turkey National Convention & Senate AGM, Bodrum, Turkey                                 Ali Akal a.akal@hotmail.com 
  18 – 21     Canadian Senate AGM and Crew Meeting, Ajax, Ontario, Canada                    Ralph Machon rmachon@btsinc.ca
  25 – 28     US JCI Senate Fall Board Meeting, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania                        Nancy Salopek nmsalo@yahoo.com
  26 – 28     Austrian National Convention & Senate reception, Vienna                  Michael Müllner  m.muellner@muellner.com 
                   Over 1000 delegates are expected!!

October
    3 – 5       Irish National Convention, venue tba                                                         Karen Sweeney karen.kaliko@gmail.com
    3 – 5       Danish National Congress, Holbæk, Zealand, Denmark                                               Charlotte Tipsmark sp@jci.dk
    3 – 5       New Zealand Senate Annual Reunion and AGM, Taupo, North Island       Christine Beavis chrisbeavis@xtra.co.nz
  10 – 11      AFS weekend in Epernay (Champagne-Ardennes)        Christophe Guillemot guillemot.christophe51@gmail.com
  10 – 12     JCI Switzerland National Convention, Fribourg     www.conako14.ch    Gilles Python  gilles.python@fidutrust.ch
  10 – 12     Senators’ Programme at JCI Finland National Conference, Helsinki           Irmeli Jokilampi irmeli.jokilampi@idia.fi
  24 – 26     Cardiff Weekend, Wales                                                                                     Bela Arora arorabela99@gmail.com 
                   The sights and sounds of the Welsh capital including Dr Who and Cardiff Castle             www.britishsenate.org.uk
      25         Scottish Senate AGM & Annual Dinner, Murrayshall, Perthshire        David Edmunds davidfedmunds@gmail.com

November
    7 – 8       JCEF Congress & AFS AGM, Nantes, France            Véronique Bonhomme bonhomme.veronique @wanadoo.fr 
  14 – 16     JCI UK  National Convention venue tba                                                                             www.britishsenate.org.uk
  19 – 24     It's all about freedom - 25 years of transition Pre-Tour                             Herbert Ewers herbert.ewers@t-online.de 
                   Being designed but will start near Hamburg and end at Leipzig, Germany

                   There are also other Pre-Tours being organised. If I receive details I will list them in the next issue.                           

  24 – 29     World Congress, Leipzig, Germany                                                                    Ulrich Kistner u.kistner@t-online.de
                   see the facebook page - www.facebook.com/JCIWC2014                                                       www.jciwc2014.com

December                                                                                                                                                     
    5 – 7            Wildschweinessen, Lübeck, Germany                                               Malte Neuling malte.neuling@kappen-orth.de 
                                                                                                                                                             www.wildschweinessen.de

       4          Senate Christmas Lunch, KanalCaféen, Copenhagen, Denmark                            Helge Birkbo birkbo@gmail.com

January 2015                                                                                                                                                
       5          ‘European Senate’ Magazine Copy Date                                                                      peter.browning@virgin.net

  3 or 10      Danish Drumming Out, Aarhus, East Jutland, Denmark                                                            Kurt Svit kurt@edc.dk

  15 – 18     US Senate Winter meeting, Tempe, Arizona                                                                  Lowell Vahl LVAHL@cox.net 

  15 – 18     British Senate Drumming Out, Knutsford, Cheshire, England   Veronica Robinson drumout2015@britishsenate.org.uk 
                   Join the Cheshire Set!                                                                                 www.britishsenate.org.uk/drumout2015 

  23 – 25     3rd Waltz Gala, Wiener Hofburg, Vienna, Austria                                   Michael Müllner m.muellner@muellner.com 
                   Enjoy a great Senate programme of waltz lessons, sightseeing, company visits and much more     www.ball.jwwien.at

      tba         Belgian Drumming Out, Belgium                                                                          Geert Barbier geert.barbier@jci.be

    ? – ?       Swedish Senate CCD, Goteburg, Sweden                                      Håkan Stenson hakan.stenson@fordevab.com

       ?          Burns Supper, Edinburgh, Scotland                                                     David Edmunds davidfedmunds@gmail.com 

Future JCI Conferences
13 - 17 May 2015      European Conference - Ephesus Convention Center, Kusadasi, Turkey

November 2015        World Congress - Kanazawa, Japan 

“European Senate” is published in January, May, and October - please submit material before the copy dates
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This will be my last letter from America, 
at least for some time as I am leaving 
my beloved Virginia to return home 
to my family in UK. In fact I am at this 
very moment at an airport waiting to 
be whisked back to the motherland for 
the House of Lords lunch. I am looking 
forward to being able to choose my 
seat in advance of the elevation to the 
peerage which is obviously only a matter 
of time! 

It seems I also have another prestigious 
engagement the day before the lunch. 
Helen and I (and Pauline as she will be 
with us) have an invitation to the local 
primary school harvest tea for the poor 
old folk of the village. Apparently the 
children entertain us to afternoon tea 

before trying to fob off on us some dubious canned foods 
that they have collected for the poor of the parish. When 
you’re young you never think that life will come to this,

And just recently I received another letter inviting me to 
visit the masonic home of Virginia to see what wonderful 
opportunities it can offer me now that my age makes me 
eligible. I am sure it is a wonderful place but not for one as 
young as I am surely, 

Then working in an elementary school a little while ago I 
joined the kindergarten class on a nature walk around the 
school. Naturally I soon ended up with a child grasping each 
of my hands. One of them looked up and asked me what 
was wrong with my hand. I looked to see what he was talking 
about and told him there was nothing wrong with my hand. 
To which he responded by saying, “oh, it’s just because 
you’re old then”. And I thought I had made some progress in 
helping to improve schools in Virginia. 

At the airport just now a security chap asked if I was pre-
checked. I didn’t know what that meant so I checked my 
boarding pass and found I was. That meant I could go down 
the channel for staff and crew to the security check point. I 

I got there the nice lady asked if I knew what pre-checking 
meant and I admitted I hadn’t a clue. It seems it means that I 
can keep my shoes and belt on, leave liquids and other stuff 
in my bag and leave things in pockets except for metals. In 
other words someone in homeland security has decided I am 
too old to be a threat now. 

So there we have it. Several signs that I am now so past my 
sell by date that I don’t even merit a pat down at the airport. 
Maybe I should reconsider the offer from the masonic home 
of Virginia after all.
Ian Nelson 
JCI Senator #45643

WELCOME TO WHITBY 4 - 6 JULY 2014 

The home of Fish & Chips and Dracula 
Senate Chairman Nigel and some of the Yorkshire Senators 
have pleasure in inviting you for a wonderful, sunny 
weekend in Whitby, one of the gems of the East Yorkshire 
coast. To live up to the reputation that Yorkshire folk have 
strived to develop over many decades, the focus of the 
weekend is on “value for money.” We realise that some 
senators are more used to living in the lap of luxury so 
alternative options are available for a supplement. 

We start on Friday at Trenchers Seafood restaurant for a 
bite to eat, followed by Graeme’s guided tour of real ale 
pubs.

On Saturday we have an open top bus tour of Whitby plus 
a tour of Whitby Abbey followed by a pub lunch and a trip 

with a Dracula themed dinner at Sneaton castle.

planned weekend off but We suggest you wait to depart 
until after lunch because Sunday is the day of the Grand 
Depart (Tour de France) in nearby York and we are happy 
to accompany you to the beautiful Pannat Park, complete 
with art gallery and tea shop.

Accommodation from tents to 4* star hotel and everything 
in between!!

Contact  or +44 7967 
027 941 for more information.
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Letter from America
Ian Nelson #45643

From 1 May until 4 May 2014 we´d like to invite you to learn 

more about the hospitality, the tradition and the modernism 

of the city of Bauhaus Dessau. The 27th German Senators´ 

Spring Conference takes place at the centre of three UNESCO 

World Heritage sites - an unforgettable event. During the last 

few weeks the conference team has arranged an excellent and 

interesting conference programme for your stay in Dessau. 

How can you participate?

Until 15/04/2013 (a week before this year´s Senators´ 

Conference) you may register online on www.seko2014.de.

Here you can find the programme schedule with the highlights 

of the conference.

For the overnight stay we have booked a complete hotel in 

Dessau. The hotel’s Director, a Jaycee, will welcome you at a 

good price.

The price will be 219.00 EUR. This includes all events and 

programmes on all 4 days.

Getting to Dessau is quite simple - located on the A9 highway 

from Berlin to Munich - it can be reached easily from the 

A2 and the A14. You can also come by plane (Berlin 130 km, 

Leipzig-Halle 80 km) or by train.

I really hope I have aroused your interest and I look forward to 

welcoming you to Dessau in 2014.

Mirko Kirschner #71521

Visit www.seko2014.de for more information



Ozlem Kocanaogullari #72971
A licensed lawyer and practising attorney at law, Ozlem was 
born in Izmir where she still lives.

She has a supplementary license to register trademarks. 
and has also completed an LLM programme on Law of 
Economics. She has started her own legal practice in 
November 2005 and is currently teaching Intellectual 
Property Law at DE University Fine Arts Faculty in Izmir.

Ozlem regards volunteer work and 

the most important part of her life. 
A member since 2007 she is one 
of the founding members of JCI 
Karsiyaka in Izmir and continues to 
contribute to JCI Turkey as General 
Legal Counsel for JCI Turkey in 
2014.

Ali Akal 
JCI Senator #55258

Elin Wilhelmsen 
#71976
I was born 16th September 1976 in 
Hjartåbygda, Volda, and grew up there. 
After spending a few years in other 
places around Norway I moved back and 
almost 9 years ago we built our house 
where I now live with my husband Preben 
and our children Gustav (7) and Veronica 
(11).

I have worked as a receptionist in different hotels for several 
years, but after that I have had very different types of jobs, 
from being a shop manager via designing/customizing 
kitchens to what I do today - funeral consultant. 

In 2004 I became a member of JCI Ørsta-Volda, where I was 

board. For many years I have been dedicated to JCI, and 
I took ‘Presenter’ in Ålesund and ‘Trainer’ at the European 
Conference in Budapest, Hungary. Since I realized it was fun 
to travel and attend both national and international events 
in JCI I have participated in most national conventions and 
some international events, for example the World Congress 
in Osaka, Japan. I also have participated in arranging 
small and larger events and projects - for instance the EMT 
Conference (European Multi Twinning) we had in Ulsteinvik 
last year, and Voldadagane, which is a local community-
project. I have also been national awards co-ordinator. 

my days, and it is a fantastic gift to have two lovely kids and 
go through different phases with them. Upcoming next is a 
girl in her teens… We spend a lot of time outdoors, either in 
our boat on the fjord, hiking, or in our caravan. 

The Past Presidents Club of JCI Ørsta-Volda had their 
annual meeting on 12th January 2013 where I was surprised 
by being honoured with JCI Senatorship #71976.

Elin Wilhelmsen  
JCI Senator #71976

Janne Toril Sandøy 
#72619
In 2001 I was lucky to be invited by 
work colleagues to a JCI meeting. 
Shortly after that I participated in 
the Regional Conference arranged 
by JCI Molde and was amazed by 
the combination of friendly people, 
social events and professional 
content.

I was born in 1973 and grew up on the very small island 
of Sandøy on the northwestern coast of Norway and since 
2004 I have been living in Eide. I am married to Anders 
Gedde-Dahl, JCI Senator #67608. We have two children; 
Julie, 5 years old and Daniel, 15 months. Anders has two 
more children; Amalie, 14 years and Gøran aged 17. In my 
professional life I work as a Shipping Co-ordinator at Omya 
Hustadmarmor and am also a SAP Key User in Logistics and 
Customer Service. Omya is a worldwide company with head 

used to do step/aerobics for many years but now I mostly go 
for a walk with the pram or take short mountain trips in the 
beautiful local area.

I have participated in most meetings, training and social 
events in my chapter, JCI Molde, since I joined in 2001 
and have been to 2 Regional Congresses, 9 National 
Conventions and 2 World Congresses (Copenhagen 2003 
and Vienna 2005). In 2007 I was President of JCI Molde. 
And that year we were awarded with the Best Community 
Project, Best LOM Member, Best LOM and “The Golden 
Trumpet” for most press publications.

I am a structured person who likes to do things properly 
(“blue” ref. Insightswho has learned a lot in JCI; this has 
given me personal development and also made me able to 
perform my work better. It is a great pleasure to be allowed 
to still be a part of JCI! 

Janne Toril Sandøy  
JCI Senator #72619

Sevgi Kunut Acan #72969
Sevgi Kunut Acan was born and currently lives in 
Antalya. She is a Business Administration graduate 
and joined JCI Antalya in 2006. She continues her 
career as an independent business development 
and grant consultant who has skills and expertise 
in project management; budget planning and 

grant consulting and is involved in various training 
sessions on these and related topics. 

2012 Vice President of JCI Turkey she has 
served JCI as the Grant Councilor of JCI 

achievements through her JCI career was the 
approval of a loan by the European Union for a 
national project in 2012; “Youth in the steps of 
UN Millennium Development Goals”.

Ali Akal 
JCI Senator #55258
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The US JCI Senate’s year of “Keeping Promises” is off to 
a great start. Our theme for the 2013-14 year is derived 
from Robert Frost’s poem, “Stopping by Woods on a Snowy 
Evening” with the line “I have promises to keep and miles 
to go before I sleep.” The promises we want to keep are 
the promise that a young woman or man can have a life-
changing experience if they join and become active in the 

new world of friendship and fellowship if they get active in 
their State or National Senate organization.

In September, we had our “Harvest in the Heartland” Fall 
Board meeting in Bettendorf, Iowa. Over 260 Senators and 
guests attended and enjoyed the great hospitality of the 
Iowa and Region 6 Senates. We were privileged to have 
four guests from the Canadian JCI Senate including their 
President and First Lady - Eric #27853 & Joan Cowen. The 
ASAC Past President, Ray Brathwaite #31476 also joined us 
for the weekend.

de Janeiro – what a wonderful experience! We have just 
returned from an awesome Mid-Year Board Meeting in 
Cocoa Beach, Florida. Over 350 Senators were shown what 
Southern hospitality is all about by the Florida JCI Senate. 
We were privileged to host most of the ASAC board including 
their President, Carmen Torres #60232. Other special guests 
included two past ASE Presidents, Arja Vilanko #45425 and 
Ulrich Kistner #58860, past Canadian Senate President, 
Rene Jacob #22847, and two past British Senate Chairmen, 
Julie Blakey #59106 and David Butcher #46828 (now ASE 
Ambassador to the US) and his wife Athene.

As I write this, my wife Ronnie #66024 and I are preparing 

Out. We hope to meet some of you there. There are many 
more trips on the horizon as we travel across the United 
States. We invite you to attend the US JCI Senate’s Annual 
Meeting in Baltimore, Maryland, June 25 - 28. Registration 
forms are available on our website www.usjcisenate.org. 

Happy Holidays!
Larry Bohn 
JCI Senator #37024
US JCI Senate President 2013-14
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Larry Bohn #37024

Visit the Welsh Capital

For the Cardiff Weekend 

24 – 26 October 2014 

The Senate weekend in the 
Welsh capital will include 
a visit to the home of the 
National Assembly for Wales, 
a walking tour of Cardiff Bay 
from where Captain Scott set 
out on his legendary trip to 
the South Pole, a visit to the 
Doctor Who Experience and a 
medieval banquet in the historic 
surroundings of Cardiff Castle. 

There will also be an opportunity 

ales en route.

For information contact Bela 
Arora arorabela99@gmail.com 
or +44 7867 782 470



We all do foolish things now and then, but how we react to 
them, or even use them, is very different. If you use them in 

private pilot’s licence, I learned a lot about how afraid people 
are to make fools of themselves. Communication between 
the pilot and the “Tower” is very important, and it is vital that 
instructions are carried out correctly. Also in Norway this 
correspondence takes place in “air English” where “ yes” is 

, “no” is what do you say?” is , 
“understand and will comply” is , etc. 

This can be a problem for us “non-English” when the 
connection is far from good due to static and the message 
might sound confusing. Instead of admitting that they don’t 
understand, some act according to  they 
have heard in order not to reveal themselves as foolish 
amateurs. The result can be fatal, but the fear of making a 
fool of oneself is so great that they are tempted to choose 
the wrong option, even if they know that some have died 
from it!

others about stupid things they have done because they 
want to give the impression that they are oh, so perfect, 
and don’t realize that people would love them more for their 
shortcomings than for their perfection. The consequence is 
that they seldom contribute to the fun in a group by telling 
about stupid things they have done. They just want to laugh 
at other peoples’ blunders and “play safe”. But how safe is 

that? The risk is that 
they can be ignored, or 
even be frozen out of the 
group.    

What I greatly 
appreciated while 
being among fellow 
amateur pilots was 
what I call “the-no-
bragging-attitude”. When 
somebody told about 
his or her dramatic 
experience, the message 
was not “listen to what I once did” in order to impress, but 
rather “don’t do the foolish thing that I did, because it could 
kill you, my friend”.

If, in a group, you can say to yourself that “there is at least 
  I can do better than anybody else here”, you can 

generously “step down” and tell about your blunders in other 

you and laugh  you and not at you. 

If you use your blunders this way, my belief is: 
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Jersey Liberation Weekend
8th to 11th May 2014

Jersey celebrates Liberation Day on Friday 9th May, 
so we’re making a long weekend of it, starting with a 
welcome meal on Thursday evening.  

Enjoy the Liberation parade on Friday morning, and tour 
the island on Friday afternoon.  Following our evening meal, 
perhaps visit one or two Real Ale bars.

On Saturday we’ll travel by vintage coach to the Jersey War 
Tunnels. After a light lunch, we’ll return to St Helier where 
you’ll have the opportunity to do some shopping, perhaps visit a 
museum, or even take the ferry to Elizabeth Castle.

Our black tie gala dinner will be at the sophisticated Restaurant 
Sirocco at the Royal Yacht Hotel which overlooks Liberation 
Square and the waterfront.

The weekend will finish with a Town and Seaside stroll to a 
farewell lunch at St Helier Yacht Club.  Don’t forget to buy your 
duty frees on the trip home.

For more information contact Jonathan Nicholson 

Jonpnic@hotmail.com 

+44 1534 724972

Join us for a glorious weekend in Staffordshire
Friday 12—Sunday 14 September 2014

A fun & hands on weekend in the Staffordshire Potteries

Friday night pub quiz and catch up with friends, real ales 
available.

Saturday am a visit to the Gladstone museum with guided tour, 
lunch and hands on ceramic painting experience.

Saturday pm British Senate AGM at Yarnfield Park

Sunday visit to Trentham Gardens for walking or shopping.

Venue: Yarnfield Park conference centre, Stone, Staffs.

Accommodation en suite with breakfast

Single room from £62per night.

Double/twin room from just £72per night [Book early for twin 
accom]

For more details contact

Julie Blakey  Julieblakey66@hotmail.com 
M: +44 7866 632070

Stephen Eccles  Stephenuk8609@yahoo.co.uk 
M: +44 7973 115872

For a traditional booking form, more information or to book 
online go to www.britishsenate.org.uk



The second ASE Board meeting of the year was held in 
Interlaken at the same time as the JCI Switzerland National 
Conference incorporating the AGM of the Swiss Senate.

Interlaken is in almost the very centre of Switzerland meaning 
travel needed to be via Zurich or Geneva from the UK. Being 
semi-retired these days and with a hatred of early morning 

on Wednesday evening. The advantages of a “CD” plate, as 

up by Liz right outside the terminal and we enjoyed a pleasant 
evening with them. On Thursday morning we were dropped 
off back at Geneva Airport station for the train to Interlaken via 

to Fribourg for the pre-tour before the Lausanne European 
Conference in 2004, but today it was pouring with rain and the 
expected views over Lake Geneva, particularly as the train 
climbs away from Lausanne, were “not available”. 

We had a very quick 4 minute change in Bern, but the 
full details including the platforms were set out on our 
tickets meaning we managed to get on the DB ICE train to 
Interlaken in time, why can’t we do that in the UK? The rain 
continued, if anything getting a little worse, as the train went 
along aside the Thunersee, there being a complete deluge 
just as we arrived in Interlaken. A short taxi ride got us to the 
Hotel Metropole in time for a late lunch.

I think I can say without anyone who has ever been to 
Interlaken wanting to contradict me, that the Hotel Metropole 

is the ugliest building in the town. The advantage of staying 

11th and the panoramic restaurant the 17th, the views were 
spectacular; looking at the building was the problem! When 

The rain was turning to snow on the mountains immediately 
surrounding the town, which I was later told was 
unseasonably early and at this point prevented any longer 
distance views of the Eiger and Jungfrau.

We all began to assemble in the bar and met with the 
organiser of the ASE part of the event, Cédric Roos #69195, 
apart from David Butcher #46828 – who was still on the 
way from Zurich Airport, and walked the short distance to 
a restaurant in the town square, where a traditional fondue 

arrive just as the beer was being served! We dined together 
with the JCI Switzerland National Board, who had been 
meeting that afternoon before the conference proper began 
on Friday and an enjoyable evening was had by all.

Friday morning saw the ASE Board meeting and a nice 

supposed to go up the “home” mountain – Harderklum, just 
behind the town on the rack railway. However, the low level 
of the overnight snow meant this was not possible and lunch 
on the boat to Brienz on the Brienzerzee was arranged 
instead. From Brienz, some returned by rail, but others of us 
fancied a more leisurely return on the boat – a nice way to 
spend the afternoon.
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Kursaal. A local speciality was served - macaroni with cold 
apple sauce and some form of biscuit “sprinkles”, perhaps an 
acquired taste!, with music and presentations. 

Saturday dawned brighter and during the day the weather 
really lifted. After the Swiss Senate AGM, at which Martin 

lunch was held in the Kursaal and afterwards there was an 
opportunity to view the “trade show”. This involved all the 
regions of JCI Switzerland bringing along and promoting 
their local specialities, many of which were alcoholic and 
available to taste. I also tried my hand, very unsuccessfully I 
have to say at using a crossbow – with suckers on the end of 
the arrows thankfully for all around me. 

Harderklum on Saturday afternoon. The hotel had given us a 

reductions off the ticket price, which was very useful! There 
was snow on the ground at the top – some 1,200 meters up 
and 650 meters straight up above the town, but the cloud 

town, both lakes (Brienzersee and Thunersee) and the we 
began to get glimpses of the very high mountains Eiger and 
Jungfrau. Cameras were to the fore with Ellen Olsen #61977 
in particular snapping away. Another fascinating aspect of 
Interlaken was the parascending from the mountain – right 
down onto the open space in the middle of the town. This 
was spectacular enough from the street in the town itself but 
the perspective from the mountain was more amazing still.

The rain did return on Saturday night meaning Swedish 
rules applied for ladies going to the Gala – posh shoes in a 
bag, best wellies on the feet and long frocks held up, but the 
dinner in the main hall in the Kursaal was a splendid event. 
Sunday dawned the clearest of all the days and the view 
over the mountains were the best we had had. A good look 
though the brochures in the Hotel showed us the wonderful 
delights we had not had the time to go and see this time 
– we were also a bit too late in the year for some of the 
railways and other attractions, which close for the season 
at the end of September. However, having never spent time 
in this region before, it is certainly a place to which we shall 
return for a longer stay in Summer.

On Sunday we were offered a lift back to Geneva with the 
President of JCI Geneva, David Pihen (not yet a Senator, but 
working on it!), and his deputy. They did a very good job of 
picking both Carol and my brains on the journey and I hope 
we were able to give them some ideas.

Another nice evening with our friends in Geneva left us to 

home by lunchtime on Monday – I am getting used to this 
semi-retirement from work business allowing more time for 
Senate activities!
Paul Hill
JCI Senator #49094
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Dear all fellow JCI Senators.

My name is Elin Mari Wilhelmsen, and I am a member of JCI 
Ørsta-Volda, Norway.

First of all, I would like to express my humble appreciation 
for being granted Senatorship in JCI. In January this year 
I was surprised with Senator number 71976, and that was 
fantastic. However, it was also a day where I felt even 
more commitment to JCI, and along with that, humility. My 
local chapter these days has a very hard time just trying to 
continue existing. Ever since May 2012 when we hosted 
the EMT conference (European Multi Twinning), which is 
a twinning friendship which we are members of, we have 
had more or less no activity in our chapter. We have few 
members, and those that were active are now exhausted. 

But, this fall, my fellow Senator Audun Høidal (National 
President 2011) and I have started working again and we 
now seem to be able to restart some activity. Hopefully, our 
chapter can celebrate our 25th anniversary next year as a 
strong and revitalized JCI chapter!

Well, I promised to write something about our Senotium 
that was held in September. It is not possible to speak 
subjectively, as this was arranged by Senators from my 
chapter and the location was literally in my neighbourhood. 
Nevertheless, I hope everybody can agree that it was a 
fabulous weekend.

Friday, we arrived at the hotel, Sagafjord in Sæbø. It is 
a beautiful newly renovated hotel located by the fjord 
Hjørundfjorden. With its own pier and a fantastic view to the 
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surrounding mountains, it was the best possible base for the 

atmosphere I felt when I walked in the doors to the lobby 
area. Not because of the cosy atmosphere and the warmth 

some of the same feeling at all JCI events, but this gave 
me a comfortable warm feeling of connection. Thanks to 
everybody for making me feel so welcome.

Friday evening after a very nice dinner, we had a good time 
at the bar, with nice conversations with even nicer people :-)

Saturday morning we boarded MS Hindholmen, which is a 

We were taken on a nice trip on the beautiful fjord, with a 
stop for lunch at the old manorial Hotel Union from 1891. 

Back at the hotel in Sæbø, some of us enjoyed a nice beer 

A few short speeches, toasts, good company and tasty food 
and wine, what more can we ask for?

could actually enjoy the fantastic view from the porch when 
having breakfast and coffee before departure.

For me, this was a very nice weekend, and I truly look 
forward to meeting you all again hopefully very soon.

Best regards 
Elin Wilhelmsen
JCI Senator #71976
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www.jciwc2014.com

You will always remember Leipzig, the home of

Johann Sebastian Bach

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

Auerbachs Keller

The fall of the Berlin Wall

Let’s celebrate 25 years of transition.

Join your friends from the German Senate

Book at 
jciwc2014.com

Date:   24th - 29th November

Information:   u.kistner@t-online.de
   Ulrich Kistner
   Senator 58860

Join us in Leipzig,
celebrate the New Europe

„It‘s all about freedom“

JCI Senators 

World Congress Pre-Tour

November 19th – 24th 2014

Registration & Information

Herbert.Ewers@t-online.de

Herbert Ewers, Senator 58996



The Swedish Senators keeping up Roger’s traditions
Th

Bumble Bees at Praia de Tijuca beach – where were the other 
Bumble Bees who were in Rio?

BB
BB

Graeme Forrester 

representing Scotland

It has been many years since a congress was situated in 
South America. For all of us coming from Europe it was a 
thrilling experience to travel so far away to a new country to 
meet JCI members from all over the world. Also most of the 
delegates came from South American countries. 

Those who have been at JCI World Congresses outside 
Europe know that they can sometimes organize this event 
very differently outside Europe and they did it very well in a 
big city like Rio de Janeiro. A consequence was that there 
were long bus journeys - especially to evening parties and 
delegates who stayed in other parts of this big city had 
to spend a considerable time travelling. Most of us from 
Europe, except the Finnish delegation, were lucky to stay 
walking distance from the Congress Building.

But business as usual? Yes: very little for us Senators!

A bad Senate bar – only soft drinks and if you got lucky you 
got warm coffee if you wanted it. 

No Senate programme except the Senate Dinner, where 
you fetched your food from a buffet and we got no drink as 
a starter either - the same thing happened at the gala dinner 
on the last evening.

But the lunches were excellent with lots of food to suit 
different tastes and if you were longing for beer, wine and 
other beverages there were a lot of restaurants and bars 
nearby all the time.

Before the Congress I sent a question to Mr Bumble Bee, 
Paul Hill #49094, - can I arrange a Bumble Bee meeting in 
Rio? No problem he said but it was very uncommon at World 
Congresses. I managed to do it on the last day after three days 
of rain. Rio has fantastic beaches and we use the one in our 
part of the city - Praia de Tijuca - for our meeting. A small group 
from England, Scotland, Norway and Sweden were present 
and sent warm greetings to all other Bumble Bee Fans.
Leif Wernberg
JCI Senator #36121

Dear European Golfers around the World...

Time again for Birdies, Eagles, Pars or Holes 
in One, 

Most important is that you continue enjoying 
the sport and friendship amongst European 
Senators around the World.

The organizing Committee and Mont Garni 
are proud to announce that the Senators Club 
has been founded and we are waiting for 
many of  you to join us this summer for our 
24th European Senators Golf  Championship.

At this time, we would like to make a Toast 
to all JCI’s in Europe and around the World 
and wish you passion, eagerness, and desire 
to continue this wonderful Sport with us in 

Mont Garni 2014.

You can register at www.esgc.info or email 
rvb_1950@hotmail.com for information. 

We have enough rooms reserved at the Hotel 
Best Western in Casteau, Belgium. Tel.+32 
65 32 04 00

Also welcome to all non-JCI golfers who 
would like to join us for a special Weekend.

Cheers and Good Luck to all...and most 
important “Happy New Year “ ...

The Organizing Committee... 

Rudolf  von Bachelle - Dietmar Pohlmann - Kjell 
Peterson - Luc Salens and your secretary - Rebecca 
von Bachellé
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Leif Wernberg #36121

24th European Senators Golf  Championship  
22 - 24 August 2014 Mont Garni



Nigel Bradley takes a load off his feet in the back to backs

Bela, Mathew & Ashi arriving for lunch – I guess 

Graeme is behind the camera!

Waiting for lunch & the cocktail mixing demonstration

Gonggoozling on the Sunday morning

The Hilton Garden Hotel in Brindley Place, Birmingham was 
the setting for the start of the weekend. Senators were met 
by David Grainger #30164 who handed out the paperwork 
and a map to delegates arriving at the hotel. At 7.30pm we 
all met in the hotel lobby prior to being guided by David via 
the canals to the Itihaas Indian Restaurant in Fleet Street. 
Sadly the weather was not on our side and we had to 
endure the rain. At the restaurant there were several of the 
2003 European Conference team, and this made for a very 
convivial start to the evening. We all then enjoyed some 
excellent Indian cuisine which seemed to keep on appearing 
out of the kitchen. All in all an excellent start to the evening.

Saturday saw the group split into three parties to walk to 
the National Trust Back to Back houses in Hurst and Inge 
Street. Leading our group was David O’Brien #30754, who 
pointed out several buildings of interest en route. At the Back 
to Back houses, our group was guided around the property 
by a very nice and knowledgeable guide, who it turned out 
was a resident of the area prior to being rehoused. It was a 
very interesting and thought provoking tour, especially when 
she pointed out that up to 18 people resided in one of the 
properties, and it was not unusual for four people to share 
one double bed.

From the Back to Back houses we then made our way 
via the City Hall and Victoria Square to Purnells Bistro in 
Newhall Street, where we sampled a cocktail, ate blade of 
beef with country style vegetables and a Yorkshire pudding. 
Lunch was followed by a master class on how to create 
cocktails. This was given by the head bartender who was 
certainly a showman, albeit towards the end his skills as a 
juggler slipped a little. Again a great atmosphere prevailed 
throughout the lunch.

Following lunch there was free time to explore the City 
Centre prior to the AGM at 4.30pm.

The AGM was held in the Jura Suite of the Hilton Hotel, and 
was well attended. Prior to business being discussed there 
was a minute’s silence in memory of Senators who had 
passed away since the last meeting.

Saturday evening commenced with drinks prior to dinner in 
The Gallery of the Hilton. An excellent meal was followed 
by a number of short presentations. Derek Beanland #8872 
spoke about his memories of former Chairman Harry 
Armstrong #18906. 

On Sunday morning those who did not leave for home 
went gongoozling with David Grainger. Apparently the word 
means in Brummie speak gawking at canals. David provided 
us with copies of a hundred year old map of the area, and 
pointed out features which were still in existence around the 
hotel, prior to our joining the canal in Gas Street, and walking 
along the towpath to a large junction of three separate 
canals. David’s knowledge and enthusiasm for Birmingham 
made it a very interesting morning. Despite a dire weather 
forecast, we all managed to fairly keep dry. Several Senators 
and partners then attended The Garden House in Edgbaston 
for Sunday lunch prior to leaving for home

Thanks must go to Kate Canty #60311, David O’Brien and of 
course David Grainger for the excellent weekend. 
John Bilton
JCI Senator #40475

I would have liked a few more photos but these are all I was sent! – 
editor
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Superb Friday activity: Mountain trekking
With majestic peaks and alpine mountain formations, 
Sunnmøre in Norway is a perfect place for hiking and 
climbing. The mountains rise straight from the sea to a 
height of 1,500-1,700 meters. 

One of the attractive activities at JCI Norway’s Senotium this 
year was the mountain trekking. The route started just off the 
doorstep of Sagafjord hotel. It would soon go steeply uphill 
through a dense forest, and continue through a traverse 
just above the tree line. After crossing a small stream, we 
reached an altitude of 502 metres before we started to 
descend.

It was Friday afternoon and mist was successful in covering 

the mountains, fjords and the beautiful village of Sæbø. The 
weather forecast told us that it not only was going to rain, it 
was going to pour. Still, we were 6 people who were keen 
and eager to take on the challenge. 

Helen, our excellent tour guide, had made the necessary 
pre-arrangements to ensure that all got enough food and 
beverages in their backpacks. 

Do you think the poor weather reduced our experience? No, 
because negatives eventually turn into positives. Due to the 
weather conditions, we lost sight of the hotel, the fjords and 
the mountains. We were kind of isolated from the rest of the 
world. We could focus on each other, our relations and our 
communication in this micro community. So we talked, we 
laughed, we had fun and became a quite entertaining group 
of happy people. 

Halfway we had a well-deserved lunch break. Food can 
never taste better than this. The combination of fresh air, 
physical activity and being in the midst of nature, was very 
powerful. My sandwich was more delicious than any gourmet 
meal I’ve had. And the white wine, drunk directly from the 
small container, tasted like it was the best Montrachet Grand 
Cru.

After the descent we passed the memorial of the avalanche 
“Korsen”. This year it is 45 years since the 400 meter wide 
avalanche crushed 17 buildings and took 3 human lives.

This trip was fantastic, and the perfect way to spend a 
rainy day. Everyone was kind, generous and funny, and 
contributed to make this trip one of the best ever.

Thanks to Helen Eikrem for brilliant guiding, and thanks 
also to my fellow Senators - Heidi Berge #63318, Ellen 
Olsen #61977, Ann Elisabeth Myklebust #65821 and Geir 
Høydalsvik #64255 - for taking part in this great experience. 

I was sorry not to be able to join the walk as I really 
enjoyed the last one held as an alternative to the Friday 
Golf at Senotium - that time we climbed up to Pulpit Rock 

and my hip would not have let me do the walk anyway! Now 
that I have a new hip hopefully it will not be too long before 
we have another walking alternative to the Friday golf - 
Editor
Sigurd Renander
JCI Senator #64230

Ann-Elisabeth and Geir struggling in 

the steep terrainThe author being a gentleman and helping Heidi

Altitude 477 – Sigurd, Helen, Ellen & Heidi

Beautiful forest with high trees
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Alternative to Golf!
Sigurd Renander #64230



I’ve never been a big fan of JCI International events unless 
you count Ireland & Scotland as abroad my only World 
Conference was in Austria and that felt like being in a week 

events in Senate life so when Nigel Bradley #60492 said he 
was going I thought I’d tag along, well he was looking for a 
drug mule to smuggle in illicit Bumble T-shirts actually and 
he’d have been over his baggage limit with his usual stash of 
pies & sandwiches as well.

Copenhagen in Denmark and there are direct trains from the 
airport to Halmstad where the event is held each August. 
It is a very easy connection via the impressive Oresund 
road/rail bridge and tunnel that links the 2 countries with a 
reasonably priced couple of hours train ride thrown in. Share 

a taxi though when you get off at Halmstad station - the hotel 
is on the coast and taxis are a tad pricey. There is a good 
economical bus service - Editor

Friday night is home hospitality and we were bussed to local 

the person that checks out other people’s starters before 
ordering the prawn cocktail in a restaurant as I’m not skilled 
in the art of pulling the legs off things well not since that 
incident with daddy long legs in primary school.

I checked the internet before departure on tips on tackling 

and I was soon pulling legs, heads and arms off and sucking 
bits like the rest of them, It is slightly disappointing when you 
see how much is edible after all that dismembering, give me 
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Can a Non Fan be Converted?
Stephen Eccles #66009



a bag of Marks & Spencer’s ready peeled any day. Unlike 
the Brits who have to drink before they sing the Swedes sing 
and drink between courses and we were given the words to 
various traditional Swedish drinking songs many of which 
seem to be sung to well-known British tunes.

I received my bumble bee costume at Halmstad and after 
the Saturday luncheon with traditional British Senate skit 
featuring a handbag crazed Margaret Thatcher (played by 
Liz Walmsley #35749) this year, it was time to don said 
costume and head for the beach and champagne, good job 
I’d been the one smuggling in the t-shirts. Modesty modestly 
priced at £20 a t-shirt if you want one.

Saturday night there was a black tie dinner in a beach front 
hotel and amazingly it was virtually all conducted in English 

how handy my Swedish being limited to ABBA and Volvo to 
be honest and with so many English speakers on each table 
you almost didn’t feel like you were abroad.

If you want to try something slightly continental next year 
that is on a much smaller scale to a major international 
conference I would thoroughly recommend you attend JCI 

British Senate magazine for booking details as they become 
available. Visit the British Senate website and click the event 

tips from UK Senators.
Stephen Eccles
JCI Senator #66009
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Welcome again – to our families, local 
friends, bridge friends and dancing friends. 
I am delighted to respond to Martin’s toast 
– as eloquent as ever!
If you are sitting comfortably I will tell you 
a story.
It starts “Once upon a time”, as like all good 
stories this one is set in the olden days - 
before internet dating was invented, and 
even before most of us used the internet, if 
you can remember that far back. 
The younger generation will wonder how 

we survived without texting and social networking, but we did! 
This story is about two lonely grown up people who had been 
on their own for some time and were now hoping that life still 
had something to offer them. 
In those olden days grown up people could go to singles 
dance nights or use newspaper lonely hearts columns, but 
there were some dodgy people about in those, so the really 
sophisticated mature singles had another route to meeting new 
people – dinner parties. 
This lonely lady (well, not too lonely) who you will know was 
Anne, had a friend who organised dinner parties for single 
people, and asked her if she knew any respectable men who 
could be invited. 
Probably out of desperation she thought of me, as we had 
lived nearby to each other in Dalby Avenue in our former lives. 
We had shared local contacts and had met at some social 
events in the past. 

letter asking me if I was interested in the dinner club. She put a 

as things happened in the olden days it arrived the next day. 
When I opened it I remembered Anne of course, so I wound 
up my telephone and asked the operator to connect me to 
Thurnby 5041 (no, it wasn’t really that long ago). 
I suggested we should meet to talk about the dinner club, but 
when we met I decided I wasn’t keen on that idea as I didn’t 
want a lot of other blokes to spoil my evening with her. 

So I suggested that we went out to dinner together instead, 
which we did the next week, on 6th April 1995 (I get brownie 
points for remembering the date!). 
That was how it all began, and in the words of a song you will 
hear later “Love Changes Everything”. 
And here we are 18 years later and (ignoring a few medical 
problems), living happily ever after and celebrating our 15th 
Wedding Anniversary! Who said the age of romance is dead? 
Mind you, Anne keeps me on my toes. When we had only 
been married a few years we were approached at the Little 
Theatre by someone who asked Anne if she was Anne Phipps, 
her dancing name that she had kept on professionally, to which 
my dear wife replied “Well it’s Rosenthal - at the moment!” 
And quite recently she gave her name to a photographer as 
Anne Wicksteed. So watch this space! 
On behalf of Anne Rosenthal Phipps Wicksteed and myself we 
thank you so much for sharing this occasion with us. 

Our toast is “Our Families and Friends”
 

Hello Peter
I know that I haven’t been around for Senate events lately, but 
I enjoy catching up through the Newsletter. 
It seems like only yesterday that I nervously introduced Anne 
to my long-standing Senate friends at an event in Northern 

We recently held a lunch on 22 September 2013 for our 
families and local friends to celebrate our 15th Wedding 
Anniversary, and I wonder if you think my attached response to 
the toast worthy of publication. 
I will not be offended by a rejection, as it is perhaps too 
personal to be of general interest. 
Senate Greetings

“The manager has asked me to inform you that the Wet Floor 
sign in the gent’s toilet is a warning, and not an instruction!”
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The British Senate invites you to the Drumming 
Out at Cranage Hall, Knutsford, Cheshire, 
England.

Nigel’s Drumming Out will contrast the 18th 
century Industrial Revolution with the 21st 
century cutting-edge science of radio-astronomy; 
a Cheshire farmers market style dining event 
against the sophistication of a black tie banquet 
with the saxophonists melodies drifting towards 
you. Cranage Hall is a grade II listed building 

recorded in the Domesday Book and with 150 
bedrooms, pool, spa, sauna, beauty treatments, 
gym, aerobic studio and bars all set in 20 acres of 
superb countryside.

Earlybird weekend deals and online booking 
available at britishsenate.org.uk/drumout2015

For more information contact Veronica Robinson 
drumout2015@britishsenate.org.uk 
+44 7770 806 182 

Join the Cheshire Set!

15 – 18 January 2015



The day before I wrote this column I was one of the 103 
members of the British Senate and their guests who had 
lunch in the House of Lords courtesy of Margaret Eaton. 
This was followed by a tour of the Houses of Parliament. To 
get from the Cholmondeley Room where we had lunch (why 
is Cholmondeley pronounced Chumley?) to Westminster 
Hall, at the other end of the building, where our tour was 
scheduled to start, we were taken through courtyards and 
basement corridors which gave a completely different view 
of the Houses of Parliament from what we have come to 
expect. We did have to pass two policemen armed with 
Heckler & Koch guns but Margaret Eaton was sweet talking 
them. We were then taken back to the other end of the 
building to start the tour. Would it not have been easier for 
the guides to come to us?

I know that I am one of the nitpickers in the British Senate, 
but I feel I should point out that Margaret’s correct title is 
The Baroness Eaton, DBE, DL. The “of Cottingley” bit is her 
address not her title. Margaret did point out that there should 
have been a comma. The reason that she does not have “of 

House of Lords to have the name Eaton. Any future Eatons 
will have “of somewhere” in their title to distinguish them 
from Margaret.

I noticed in the previous issue that there was a reference to 
an event in Göteborg. Now I know that our editor is pedantic 
about having place names in the local language but I am 
the sort of nitpicker who thinks that if your are writing in 
English, you should use the English version of place names 
like Gothenburg. If I were writing in, say, French and wrote 
“Hier j’ai visité Londres” I would not expect to see Londres 
translated into English.

When I am in my home area I use my Centro card to travel 
on trains and buses. The problems start when I go to 
London, as I do frequently. Then I use my Oyster card on the 
Underground and on the trains in the London area. I have 
to take both cards with me as I have quite likely used a bus 
or train to get to the station for the train to London. I also 
use my Centro card on buses in London in preference to my 

Oyster card. I used to think that ideally I could put 
them both in the same wallet but I found that that 
confused the swipe pad so I have to keep them in 
separate wallets. Unfortunately both wallets are 
black so when I just put my hand in my pocket as 
I approach the gate I often have the wrong wallet 

correct card. Having written the above, I decided 
to check my Oyster card account online and then 
wondered why a bus journey I made in London 
a couple of weeks ago was not shown. It took 
me several minutes to realise that I had used my 
Centro card and that was why it was not shown on 
my Oyster card account. Is life confusing or do I 
just confuse myself? 

Regular readers will know that I often comment about train 
fares. I was very pleased with myself recently because, 
knowing that I had three trips to make to London in the 
space of just over a week, I booked all three sets of tickets 
at the same time. Now as you would expect from me, I 
shopped around for the best deals and, because of the 
different times I needed to be in London and the different 
days of the week, I ended up travelling by three different 
routes, with three different train companies from three 
different stations in the Birmingham area. I regard that as 
quite an achievement. 

And having written…

JCI Senator #30164

I may be wrong but it tends to be the former colonial powers 

courtesy to call a place by the name that the locals do rather than 
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Explore The Energy
Belgrade 8 – 11 May 2014

Dear friends in Senate, 
I would like to invite all of you from Capital Cities to spend 
an unforgettable week in May in Belgrade for the European 

Capitals Meeting.

All information is to be found at 
www.ecmbelgrade2014.com

We have also prepared program for Senators and their partners.

In case you have any additional questions, please feel free to 
contact me.

See you in May in Belgrade.

Jovana Andjelic #72616 ajovana@gmail.com

Canada JCI Senate AGM 
and Crew Meeting 

September 18-21, 2014 
Ajax, ON, Canada 

From touring the Niagara Region and experiencing their 
finest wineries to helping shape the future of JCI Canada 
and their Senate, this convention has it all. 

Tours include: Niagara wineries, Boat cruise, Eco adventure 
tree-top trekking. 

Golf in lush fairways and immaculate greens. 

Canada JCI Senate AGM 

Gala Dinner 

Relax at our Senate lounge and hospitality suite. 

Energize attending JCI Canada receptions. 

Register at http://tinyurl.com/crew2014
Contact: RMachon@JCIDurham.com 



On 5th December, the annual Danish Christmas Lunch took 
place at KanalCaféen - this has been our tradition since 
2000. 

Every year it is the same menu: Danish open sandwiches 
(king size) with beer and aquavit.  The participants are 
Senators from Sweden as well as Denmark and in 3 to 4 
hours a lot of clever words and sharing takes place. The 

experience is savoured and then we are ready for Christmas!

Next year perhaps we will see you! For the forgetful, it 

Thursday in December.
Helge Birkbo
JCI Senator #45040

Arja Vilanko #45425 kindly sent me several pictures from the 
2013 African & Middle East Area Conference in Gaborone in 
Botswana.

It is in Lomé, Togo this May – have you thought about 
experiencing an African Conference?
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From the FUN President
Jacques Arnal #55945

Britain

Claire Evans #72492 – JCI Leeds
(November 2013)
Kate Senter #72587 – JCI Sheffield
(October 2013)
Richard Tong #72776 – JCI Manchester
(November 2013)
Debbie Worthington (née Tills) #72935 – JCI
Barnsley (January 2014)

Finland

Minna Paulin #72463 – JCI Ylä-Savo
Juha Raittila #72493 – JCI Tampere
Vesa Siljamo #72511 – JCI Lohja
Tero Rantaruikka #72513 – JCI Aurajoki
Jani Närhi #72514 – JCI Hanko
Teemu Levonmäki #72515 – JCI Loimaa
Sanna Mäkinen #72588 – JCI Järvenpää 
Sami Lehtisalo #72589 – JCI Kaarina

Harri Skopa #72590 – JCI Lappeenranta
Eerikki Lounamaa #72591 – JCI Tampere
Henri Valkeapää #72592 – JCI Auranmaa
Jenni Salmenkangas #72593 – JCI
Tammerkoski
Sami Timonen #72594 – JCI Joensuu
Päivi Iikkanen #72595 – JCI Tuhannet
Järvet 
Tomi Taipale #72596 – JCI Aurajoki
Irene Lamberg #72675 – JCI Lohja
Juhana Peltomaa #72676 – JCI
Hämeenlinna

Norway

Janne Toril Sandøy #72619 – JCI Molde
(October 2013)

Serbia

Jovana Andjelic #72616 – JCI Belgrade

Turkey

Sevgi Kunut Acan #72969 – JCI Antalya
Ozlem Kocanaogullari #72971 – JCI
Karsiyaka 

Please let me know about any new
Senatorships that are awarded so that we
can welcome them into the ”European
Senate”
If any new Senator would like to introduce
themselves to their fellow Senators then
they can send me a brief ’pen picture’ and a
photo for inclusion in a future issue.
Where we have the new Senator’s postal
address we will also send them a
complementary copy of the magazine –
editor

Welcome to New Senators

If you have problems solving this Rebus puzzle see page 21
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Foreword
I think I am getting too old and grumpy to write complete
congress reports with critical remarks about too loud music
and arrangement details that I find inadequate. I therefore
intended to concentrate on things that might be fun to read
about by readers who didn’t attend, or info that might be of
interest to future visitors. But when I said so, Peter, our
Editor, wrote to me that “sometimes the grumpy things need
to be said so that things improve!! We are too good often at
only saying what was good!” Which is why I don’t only serve
you the frosting, but the whole cake. 

In Rio – at last

After having set foot in more than 70 countries I am happy
that I got this opportunity to visit Rio that has always been
high on my list of places I have wanted to visit. I am glad I
paid the price, and the highest price for me was the 11-12
hour flights that I despise. I cannot tell you how the congress
was, as I only attended the delegates’ luncheon, which must
have been among the best at any world congress.

What I knew about Rio before I left

For me, Rio has been the city of eternal sunshine, the
famous beaches Ipanema and Copacabana, the 700m high
peak Corcovado with the statue of Christ the Redeemer on
top, and The Sugar Loaf. From warnings I also knew that
Rio is the place you should go to if you like the excitement of
being surrounded by pickpockets or people who try to take
advantage of you in other ways.

What I didn’t know about Rio

I found that what I didn’t know about Rio could fill a library,
e.g.:

The Cariocas

The city has 6.5 million cariocas, which is what the native
inhabitants of the city of Rio are called. The scenery within
the city is dramatic with many peaks and steep rock walls. 

The climate in Rio

I didn’t know that they could have rain in Rio! On sunny
Sunday I booked a city walk on Monday, even if there was
rain forecast. Contrary to what the cariocas thought, the
forecast was correct. Thanks to my rain poncho, bought at
the local store, I could enjoy it. As everybody connects Rio
with sun, the group agreed that it would be much more fun
to reminisce and say: “Do you remember our city walk in Rio
in pouring rain?” 

The beaches

I didn’t know that the city has a shoreline 197 km long. And I
thought that the famous beaches Ipanema and Copacabana
were the biggest beaches in Rio. However, they are only 2 and
3 kilometres long respectively, while the beach outside the HQ
hotel, Windsor Barra, was more than 17 kilometres long.

The river that wasn’t a river

I knew that the city got its name “January River” because the
place was discovered by explorers on January 1st, but I don’t
know when. It could have been during the reign of the King
of Spades. What the explorers didn’t know was that what
they thought was a river was no river, but a sound between

Getting Too Old & Grumpy!
Ole Jacob Raad #8552



Italy - SC     
Emanuele Di Nicolò #66269
Via Corso Sempione 49, Milano 
IT - 20145 Italy
Mobile:               +39 335 277 603 
presidente@senatojci-italy.com

Latvia - SP
Aivars Garancs #72017
Gulbju Street 3, Sigulda, LV - 2150, Latvia
aivars@bestespresso.lv

Liechtenstein - C
Hermine Haug #54246
hermine.haug@adon.li

Lithuania - NPP  **
Justina Vasileviciute #71687
justina@jci.lt 

Luxembourg - C
Philippe Corbard #63066
c/o Mazars Luxembourg S.A.
10A, rue Henri M. Schnadt L - 2530 
Phone:               +352 27 114-303
Mobile:               +352 621 290 087
Fax:                   +352 27 114-20
philippe.corbard@mazars.lu

Malta - SC  **
Michel Macelli #59864
Work:                 +356 2093 0300 
Mobile:               +356 9949 5136
michel.macelli@vodafone.com

Monaco - SP
Christophe Pisciotta #66426
C/O JCE Monaco, 1 Avenue des
Castelans, MC - 98000 Monaco
Phone:               +377 92 05 20 19
Mobile:               +33 6 09 52 46 40
christophep@monte-carlo.mc

Norway - SP
Jacob Worm-Mûller #20746
Fjordsvingen 7, Gullaug, NO - 3427
Mobile:               +47 4135 4761
jac@newdawnconsult.com

Poland - SP  **
Lukasz Kozak #71037
JCI Senate Poland, ul. Senatorska 15
Krakow, PL 30 -106 
Mobile:              +48 501 442 747
Phone:              +48 12 294 11 25
Fax:                   +48 12 294 11 26 
lukasz.kozak@abatech.pl

Portugal - C
Suzana Mendes Goovaerts #68040
Pct Gomes Leal, 35 Alcabideche, PT2645-292l
Mobile:               +351 918 789 177
suzanamendesgoo@gmail.com

Romania - C 
Marius Alexa #69926,  
Sos Barnova Street 29b, Iasi, RO - 700285 
Mobile:              +40 745 501 941
marius.alexa@finantare.ro

Russia - C  **
Ruslan Makarov #64040
makarov_64040@mail.ru         

Scotland - SC
David Edmunds #39689
10 Hareburn Road, Tillicoultry,
Clackmannanshire FK13 6DB
United Kingdom
Mobile:              +44 7759 515383
Skype:               david.f.edmunds
senate@jciscotland.com
davidfedmunds@gmail.com

Serbia - SC
Milan Vujičić #72600
Mobile:              +381 64 1291242 
Fax:                   +381 16 251470 
Skype:               pccleskovac
milan.vujicic@jci.rs

Slovakia - NPP  **
Marian Mesko
marmesko@zoznam.sk

Spain
Contact not known

Sweden – SC
Håkan Stenson #48758
Mors Backe 11, Göteborg SE - 41 467 
Mobile:              +46 708 74 11 61
hakan.stenson@thinkdoandgrow.com
hakan.stenson@fordevab.com

Switzerland - SP
Martin Sterki #69793
Friedhofplatz 14, CH - 4500 Solothurn
Work:                +41 326 258 110
Fax:                  +41 326 258 111
Mobile:              +41 794 495 513
Skype:              martin.sterki
martin.sterki@ep-architekten.ch

The Netherlands - SP
Mark Veldhuizen #56645
Loosduinenstraat 30  Zoetermeer  
NL - 2729 CZ Netherlands
Mobile:               +31 653 403 110
president@jcisenaat.nl

Turkey - SP
Pinar Oztugcu Korkmaz #66863
Gokmeydan Mah. Metris Sokak,
Altinmese Sitesi A-Blok No: 10 D:5
Eskisehir
pinar_oztugcu@yahoo.com

Ukraine - SP
Denis Priimagi #66449
Mobile (UA):      +38 050 311 0123
Mobile (EE):      +372 505 9699
denis@priimagi.net

** Confirmation of 2014 contact details
not received.

Africa
Senators of Africa and
the Middle East
ASAME President
Darius Atsoo #67797 
P. O Box:7722 Lomé - Togo
Work:                +228 22 26 01 01
Fax:                   +228 22 61 61 00
Mobile:               +228 90 13 64 66  
skype:                darius.atsoo
me_darius@yahoo.fr

ASAME Secretary 
Déladem Sodatonou-Edoh #70740
01 BP 2930 Lomé - Togo
Work: +228 23 20 36 37
Mobile : +228  90123148
Skype : deladems
deladems@yahoo.fr

Cote D’Ivoire - C
Yolande Esther Lida-Kone #65267
Mobile:              +225 07 43 12 14
Skype:               yolestherli
lidayolande@yahoo.fr 

South Africa - C
Margi Biggs #39127
P.O. Box 49 Greenpoint 8051  
Cape Town, South Africa 
Work:                 +27 21 418 2302
margi@eqweb.co.za

Asia
Senators of Asia and
the Pacific

ASPAC Chairman
Yaheiji Okazaki #35766 
54 Zao-Onsen, Yamagata-City,
Yamagata, 990 - 2301 Japan
Mobile:              +81 60 3124 3976
takamiya@zao.co.jp

ASPAC Secretary General
Bowen Wong #63308
5/F, Tower B, Manulife Finance Center,
223-231 Wai Yip Street, Kwun Tong,
Kowloon, Hong Kong
Mobile:               +852 9107 9898
bowenw2006@gmail.com

Australia - SC  
Neville Clare #19719
355/1140 Wanneroo Road, 
Ashby, WA. Australia 6065
Phone: +61 8 9405 2779 
nevjac1@bigpond.com

New Zealand - SC
David Mears #33604  
28 Abberley Crescent, St Albans,
Christchurch NZ - 8014
Phone:               +64 3 355 0266
MearsDY@xtra.co.nz

Secretary
Denis Sawkins #12504, 
87a Avondale Road, Greenmeadows,
Napier NZ - 4112
Phone:               +64 6 844 4908   
nzjc.senators@gmail.com

Hong Kong - SC  
Paul Wu #68312
c/o JCI, 21/F, Seaview Commercial Bldg.
21-24 Connaught Road West, Hong Kong
Phone:                    +852 92110199
paulwu@kwoktai.com

Singapore - SP  **
Derek Goh #53921
Phone:               +65 6510 2429

Americas
Senators of the Americas
and the Caribbean
ASAC President
Carmen Torres #60232
Mexico
Mobile:               +52 1 55 9187 6008
presidencia@asacjci.org  

ASAC Secretary
Elva Angela #45619
Aruba
secretaria@asacjci.org
elvaangela@hotmail.com 

Canada - SP
Eric Cowen #27853
97 Rands Road, Ajax, ON L1S 3H6
Home:                     +1 905 683 4897
ericandjoan@sympatico.ca

Barney C Ziola #14018
Secretary/Treasurer, 8500 Bairdmore
Crescent, Richmond, BC V7C 1M7
Home:                +1 604 271 0788
canadajcisenate@shawcable.com  

United States of
America
President
Larry Bohn #37024 
6471 Woodbine Road, Woodbine
Maryland 21797  
Home:                +1 410 549 6827
Mobile:               +1 301 410 0714
lab37024@comcast.net

Vice President
Randy Young #46420 
2367 East Bush Avenue
Maplewood, MN 55119
Home:                +1 651 731 0805
Mobile:               +1 651 343 0920 
randallsyoung@comcast.net

Ambassador to Europe
Jim Mammen #37122
1886 1250th Avenue, Lincoln,
Illinois IL 62656
Home:                +1 217 732 8434 
ljmammen@frontier.com

World Chairman
Chiara Milani #68122
Bowlespark 14Via G. Castiglioni, 5,
Busto Arsizio (Va) IT - 21052 Italy
Mobile:               +39 3470 107 305
cmilani@jci.cc

Secretary to the Joint Boards
Bruce Geddes #35527 
1515 S. Wynn, Oregon, Ohio 43616,
Home:                +1 419 693 6486
Mobile:               +1 419 350 0857
jci35527@msn.com

JCI Senate Admin
Earl Sawyer #28243
Skype:               esawyerjci
esawyer@jci.cc

Leipzig WC 2014 Liaison
Charlotte Velling #68920
Rugmarksvej 7, Harlev J. 
DK - 8462 Denmark
Mobile:              +45 5121 6074
charlotte@velling.net 

Kanazawa WC 2015 Liaison
TBA

Contacts outside Europe

Marketing & Circulation
Vacant
If you are interested in promoting 
subscriptions for the European Senate 
magazine please contact 
The Editor, Peter Browning
peter.browning@virgin.net

Advertising
Vacant
If you are interested in selling 
advertising in the European Senate 
magazine please contact 
The Editor, Peter Browning
peter.browning@virgin.net

nate on behalf of the Association of Senators in Europe (ASE) 

Peter Browning at peter.browning@virgin.net

Send corrections and updates to
peter.browning@virgin.net

enate Contact Points

World Senate
Contacts
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A view behind the scenes with a smile and a 
twinkle – The Foreign Correspondents
“….Finally, one thing is for sure, next year, when there will 
be the call “Alles Walzer” we, The Correspondents – The 
Foreign Correspondents, will be in Vienna again….”

This is what we said last year – and we made our promise 
come true – maybe “You only live twice” but “You not only 
travel once to Vienna” – so we did it again after the 2013 
Vienna Waltz Gala and also attended the Waltz Gala in 
January 2014!

This time we won’t tell you a lot – we just let the pictures 
speak for themselves – and if you wanna have a piece of 
Wienerschnitzel, Kaiserschmarrn, Sacher Torte, Einspänner 
oder Mokka,  parties, fun, beer and wine, Heuriger, Bettel 
Alm as well as the Vienna Erotica Sightseeing Tour and last, 
but not least, the most important thing: the Imperial feeling 
of the Waltz Gala at the Hofburg (just like Kaiser Franz Josef 
& Sissy) you should try it next time (24 January 2015) and 
have a look for yourselves – we strongly recommend it!

Write to 007TFC@gmail.com
The Correspondents – The Foreign Correspondents (TFC)
JCI Senators #TFC007 & TFC008

P.S.

Last but not least, again – spy work is dangerous and hard 
especially if you do not have many informers or much information. 
So if you hear some rumours, get some facts, untold secrets or 
scandals – please let us know – we’re going to bring it to the front 
page – no mercy! Write to: 007FTC@gmail.com
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